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(i) 
ABSTRACT. 
This thesis is concerned vith the construction of the 
characters of the generic Hecke algebra of a system of BN-
pairs of type (W,R)\ The approach used eX}>loits the connection 
between these characters and tho$e of the Coxeter group W. 
Part I of the thesis gives definitions,_ results and 
conjectures relevant to calculating the characters of any 
generic Hecke algebra· and Part II applies these results to 
the problem of calculating the characters of certain generic 
Hecke algebras. 
In more detail: Chapter 1 gives basic definitions 
and describes the connection between the characters of the 
generic Hecke algebra and those of the Coxeter group W. 
Chapter 2 divides the problem of calculating the 
characters into two parts and gives conjectures and results 
concerning one of these 'parts'. The results given solve 
this part of the 'problem ( in a non-eX}>lici t manner ) for 
some but not all generic Hecke algebras. 
The last three chapters are all concerned with solving 
the other 'part' of the problem by an inductive method which 
uses the connection describ~ in chapter 1. 
Chapter 3 describes this method ( the 'circle product'). 
Chapters 4 and 5 apply this method to a particular 'family' 
of generic Hecke algebras, culminating in an explicit formula 
(given in theorem 5.3.9) for certain character values. 
The appendices contain tables of character values of 
some generic Hecke algebras. 
(ii) 
STANDARD NOTATION. 
Z the ring of rational integers 
Q. the field' of rationals 
C the complex field 
{1,2, •• ,sf ( Zo = 0 see below) 
k a subfield of C 
u an indeterminate over C 
Ko = Q(u) the field of rational functions in u over Q 
K a finite fi&Id extention o~ Ko (see also below definition 
1.4.3) 
10 = Q[u] the ring of polynomials i u over Q 
I the integral closure of 10 in K 
P the empty set 
A\B = {a E: AI a¢ B} (A: and B sets) 
< ... ) the group generated by a given set of elements 
(o<.~) (d) = 0< (P( d)) where ()( and r are maps. d is in the 
domain of ~ and P(d) is in the domain of ex: 
t 
< f1 'P2'·· 'ft> a partition of E Pi (fi E: z+u{OI for 
i=1 
each i E: Zt) 
(). cr. ~ 
< 1" 12 2 ••• n ~ a partition of n. (n E: Z+' 6i E: Z+ for 
(see the beginning of §4.1) 
(iii) 
PART I 
CHAPTER I 
THE GENERIC HECKE ALGEBRA AND ITS CHARACTERS. 
Two equivalent definitions of the generic Hecke 
algebra are given in this chapter (see definition 1.1.8 
and below lemma 1.3.4) and the significance of its characters 
is explained. 
~1 .1 COXETER GROUPS AND THE GENERIC HECKE ALGEBRA. 
DEFINITION 1.1.1. 
Given a group Wand a subset R of involutions of 
W, the pair (W,R) is a Coxeter system if the following 
condition holds: 
For each r,s in R let n be" the order of rs. Let 
rs 
T be the set of pairs (r,s) such that nrs is finite. R 
is a set of generators for W with defining relations 
n (rs) rs = 1W for all pairs (r,s) in T. 
In which case W is a Coxeter group with distinguished 
generators R. 
n 
NOTE: The relations (rs) rs = 1." can be rewritten as 
fOllows: 
(1.1.2) for all r in R. 
(rs •••• ) = (sr.... )n
s 
for all pairs 
nrs -r (r,s) in T with r f s, where (ab.... )n means the product 
of the first n terms in the alternating sequence a,b,a,b, ••• 
Since every element w f 1 W of VI is a product of elements 
1 
of R, we can make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1.1.4. 
The length of the element w of W (w F 1w), denoted 
by lew), is the least number of terms possible in an 
expression for w as a product of elements of R. Any such 
expression with this number of terms is said to be reduced. 
Conventionally 1(1 W) = O. 
LEMMA 1.1.5. 
Let wE W and r E R. l(wr) = lew) + 1. 
Proof: 
By equations (1.1.2) and (1.1.3) it is clear that 
l(wr) F lew). If l(wr) > lew) then clearly l(wr) = lew) + 1. 
l(wr.r) = lew) thus if l(wr) < lew) we must have l(wr) = 
lew) - 1. 
LEI-1MA 1. 1 .6. 
Given two reduced expressions for w in W(w F 1W), 
one can be transformed into the other using only the 
relations (1.1.3). 
Proof: [2,chapterIV, exercices ~1 .13bJ • 
COROLLARY 1.1.7. 
Given a set of positive integers {crl r E R} such 
that if r,s in R are conjugate in W then cr = cs ' it follows 
that there exists a function c:W ~ z+ given by 
c(w) = c(r1) + c(r2) + •••• .c(rt ) 
where r 1r 2••• .rt is any reduced expression for w E W. 
Proof: 
2 
showing that rand s are conjugate in W. Thus the result 
now follows from lemma 1.1.6. 
DEFINITION 1.1.8. 
The set {crl r E R} described in corollary 1.1.7 is 
an indexing system for (W,R). 
For the rest of this thesis we will consider only 
finite Coxeter groups. 
DEFINITION 1.1.9. 
The associative K-algebra with identity element h1 
generated by 1~1 r E R} with defining relations 
(1.1.10) for all r in R. 
(1.1.11) ) = (h h ••••• )n 
nrs s r rs 
for all 
r,s in R with r ~ s,' is the generic Hecke algebra of type 
(W,R) with indexing system lcrl r E RJ and will be denoted 
by H(W,R,c,K,u) abbreviat~ to H(K,u). 
THOOREM 1. 1 • 1 2. 
H(K,u) has K-basis {~I w E wI where 
(1.1.13) for any reduced 
This theorem can be readily proved using a special~ 
isation f of K with f(u) =1 (see §1.4), but as the given 
K-basis arises naturally in the alternative definition of 
H(K,u) given in !1.3 we omit the proof. 
Note that lemma 1.1.6 shows that h is well defined. 
w 
3 
~ 1 .2 SYSTEr-1S OF BN-PAIRS. 
A BN-pair is defined·in [4, 8.2].The definition of 
a system of BN-pairs is due to Curtis, Iwahori and Kilmoyer 
[5] • 
DEFINITION 1.2.1. 
Let (W,R) be a Coxeter system with indexing system 
{crl r E R} (see definitions 1.1.1 and 1.1.8).A system 
of BN-pairs of type (W,R) is a se~ S of finite groups, 
indexed by an infinite set P of prime powers such that: 
(i) Each G(q) in S (q E p) has a BN-pair, say, 
(B(q) ,N(q)). 
(ii) For each q'in P there is a map nq:W ~ N(q) 
such that w ~ nq (w) (B(q)nN(q)) defines an isomorphism 
from W onto the Coxeter group W(q) = N(q)/(B(q)nN(q)) which 
maps R onto the set of distinguished generators of W(q~). 
(iii) For each q in P and r in R, 
1 cr IB(q):B(q)n(nq(r))- B(q)nq(r)I = q 
Matsumoto [8, theorem3] has shown that it is sufficient 
to specify that W is a finite group generated by a set R 
of involutions, since W is then necessarily a Coxeter group 
with distinguished generators R. 
Each of the families of finite Chevalley groups of 
a fixed type form a system of BN-pairs. In these cases p' 
• 1s the set of all prime powers and the integers c
r 
all 
have value 1. [6-, § 1J 
Each of the families of 'twisted Chevalley groups' 
form a system of BN-pairs. In these cases the integers 
c
r 
are not in general all equal and in some of these cases 
4 
P is a set of powers of a fixed prime. [10]. 
§1 • 3 HEeKE ALGEBRAS. 
Let G(q) be an element of the system of BN-pairs S. 
Define in the group algebra kG(q) the idempotent 
e =:..L E g 
IB(q)1 gEB(q) 
DEFINITION 1.3.1. 
ekG(q)e is a Hecke algebra and will be~ denoted by 
~(q). 
LFJ.1MA 1.3. 2. 
The Hecke algebra ~(q) = ekG(q)e is isomorphic as a 
k-algebra to the endomorphism algebra EndkG(q)(V(q», where 
V(q) is the left ideal kG(q~ regarded as a left kG(qJ-module. 
Proof: 
The map 
o«t): v~vt 
isomorphism. 
()(: ~(q) ~ EndkG(q) (V(q» given by 
for all t in ~(q) and v in V(q), is an 
THEOREM 1.3.3 ([8, theorem 4]) 
(i) Ek(q) has k-basis {dwl w E W} where 
dw = qc(w)enq(w)e. (see definition 1.2.1(ii) and corollary 
1.1.7). 
(ii) Let w E W then d = d d •••• dr for any w r 1 r 2 t 
reduced expression r 1r 2 •••• r t of w. 
(iii) ~(q) is generated as a k-algebra with identity 
d1 by {drl r E R} with defining r~lations 
for all r in R 
5 
for all r,s in R 
with r f:. s. 
Tits (see [2, page 55J) is responsible for the idea of 
the generic Hecke algebra (see definition 1.1.9) which 
is seen to'specialise' (see §1.4 ) to ~(q) on putting 
u = q (k a suitable field of characteristic zero). This 
connection between H(K,u) and ~(q) is described in detail 
below. 
For all x,y,z in W there exist polynomials ~xyz(u) 
in Z [u] such that 
(i) For any q in P, dxdy =z~(1"xyz(q)dz 
(ii) t~w O-xyt(U)otzv(U) = s~w cfxsv(U)6yzs(U) for 
all x,y,z,v in W. 
Proof: 
(i) This follows immediately from theorem 1.3".3.' 
(ii) Let q E P. If u is replaced by q in the given 
equation it becomes equivalent to the associativity of 
~(q). Since P is an infinite set the result follows. 
'>i< 
Lemma 1.3.4 enables us to define H(K,u) to be the 
K-algebra with K-basis {~I w E W} and multiplication given 
by 
hxh = E 0 (u)h 
---y zEW xyz z for all x,y in W. 
Lemma 1.3.4(ii) shows that this algebra is associative. 
Theorem 1.3.3 clearly shows that this definition of H(K,u) 
is equivalent to definition 1.1.9 and that.theorem 1.1.12 
is correct. 
b 
§ 1.4 CHARACTERS OF THE GENERIC HEeKE ALGEBRA. 
Ko and K are the fields of fractions of 10 and I 
respectively.Given a prime ideal D of I, let KD = { 0/04 
3 E I, o<E I'D};this is a subring of K containing I. Let 
H(KD,u) be the subring { E ~ h I A E KD} of H(K,u). wEW''w w w 
DEFINITION 1.4.1. 
A specialisation f of K with nucleus D is a ring 
homomorphism f:KD~ C with f(1) = 1 and Ker(f) = DKD• 
Note that D is determined by f since D = I n Ker(f). 
The range k = f(KD) of f is a subfield of C (see [6, ~4]). 
LEl'·1M.A 1.4.2. 
(i) For each q in P there exists a specialisation 
fq of K with nucleus D(q') such that :fq (u) = q. 
:fq can be ex~ended to a ring epimorphism 
fq:.H(KD(q)'u) ~ ~(q)(q) 'where k(q) is 
the range of :fq by setting :fq ( E A h ) = E fq(~ )d wEW w-W wEW w w 
for all,\ in Kn(q). 
(ii) There is a specialisation :f1 of K with nucleus 
D(1) and range k(1) such that :f1(u) = 1. 
f1 can be extended to a ring epimorphism 
by setting 
f 1( ~ ~h ) = ~ :f1(~)w wEW w wEW for all 'Aw in KD(1). 
Proof: 
Follows immediately from [b, theorem 4.1 and lemma 4.2J. 
DEFINITION 1.4.3. 
Given a specialisation :f of K with nucleus D 
(i) for <XE K we say that 'f(o<) is defined' 
7 
if and only if ex E Kn• 
(ii) for ~ E H(K,u) we say that 'f(~) is defined' 
if and Only if ~ E H(KD,u). 
Note that (ii) can be equivalently expressed by saying 
that for ~ = E ex h , f(o) is defined if and only if f(O( ) 
wEW w--W ·w 
is defined for all w in W. 
Tits has shown that H(K,~)' is s~i-simple and hence 
seperable because the characteristic of K is zero. (see 
[b, theorem 6.2]). Thus we can find a finite extension K 
of Ko such that K is a splitting field for H(K,u) ~ 
K QK H(K,u). We will from now on assume that K has this o 
property. 
A representation of H(K,u) over K is a K-algebra 
homomorphism ~: H(K,u) --7 { tiL is a K-linear transformation 
from V to V} for some K-space V. The character of ~ is 
the K-linear map. ~: H(K,u) ~ K given b~ ~(~) = trace(~(o» 
for all ~ E H(K,u). ~ is an irreducible character if !is 
an irreduc:ible representation. (see [3, chapters I and II]). 
The set of all functions 'A: H(K,u) ~K is an additive 
group with respect to the composition: 
("\+ 'Ai (~) = A~~) + A.f~) for all CS in H(K,u). 
The subgroup generated by the characters of H(K,u) is called 
the character group of H(K,u) and is denoted by X(H(K,u». 
The set of irreducible characters of H(K,u) is a free Z-basis 
for X(H(K,u». 
LEMMA 1.4.4. 
If It E X.(H(K,u» and w E W then 
(i) tt(h
w
) E I 
~ 
(ii) for any specialisation f of K, f(~(~» is 
defined. 
Proof: 
(i) follows from [6, lemma 7.2]. 
(ii) follows immediately from (i). 
THEOREM 1.4.5 (Tits). 
Let X(Ec(q») be the character group of EC(q) over C. 
Let X(Cw) be the character group of CW over C. 
(i) For each q in P there exists a bijection from 
X(H(K,u» to X(EC(q», which maps the irreducible characters 
of H(K,u) onto the set of irreducible characters of EC(q). 
If ~ E X(H(K,u» maps to f E X(EC(q» then 
p.(fq OS» = fq (~(~» for all ~ E If(K,u) , in particular 
f(dw) ~ fq(~(hw) for all wE W. (see lemma 1.4.2). 
(ii) There exists a bijection from X(H(K,u» to X(CW), 
which maps the set of irreducible characters of H(K,u) to 
the set of irreducible characters of ew. If ~ E X(H(K,u» 
maps to X E X(CW) then X(f1 (0) = fl (~(o» for all 0 E H(K,u), 
in particulgr X(w) = f1(~(hw) for all wE W. 
Proof: 
This theorem follows from the proof of theorem 7.4 
in [b]. 
J.A.Green has pointed out that the character group 
X(H(K,u» is characterised in the following way: 
THEOREM 1.4.6. 
X(H(K,u» = 
~(hwhv) = ~(hvhw) 
Proof: 
{ ~:H(K,u) ~ KI ~ is K- linear, 
for all w,v E W }. 
Let F be a splitting field for the semi-simple F-algebra 
q 
A. Using Wedderburn's theorem and reducing to the case 
of a total matrix algebra one can readily show that the 
character group X(A) = { 6:A -7 F I cJ is F-linear, 
6(xy) = 6(yx) for all x,y E A }. Since H(K,u) is semi-
simple the theorem follows. 
Note that for every pair 0<, 0 of linear transformations 
of some K-space that trace(O(0p) = trace(p0O<) • Hence it 
is clear that for any ~ in X(H(K,u)) and w,v in W that 
~(hw~) = ~(~hw)· 
The matirial in ~1.2, ~1.3 and §1.4 is nearly all 
in [bJ. In that paper the generic Hecke algebra is denoted 
by AK(u) and the Hecke algebra by Hk(q). 
~1.5 THE ALGEBRA Ho AND ITS CHARACTERS. 
The follow~ng chapters are independent of the material 
in this section. 
By [6, theorem 4.1 and lemma 4.2J there exists a 
specialisation fo of K with nucleus Do and range ko such 
that fo (u) =- O. 
Let Ho be the ko-algebra with ko-basis {bwl w E W} 
and multiplication given by 
b b = x y 
(see lemma1.3.4). 
E cJxy (O)bz zEW z 
for all x,y E W. 
It is clear from theorem 1.3.3 that Ho is generated 
as a ko-algebra with identity b 1 by {brl r E R} and that 
the following are defining relations for this set of 
generators: 
(1.5.1) b 2 = -b r r for all r E R. 
(1.5.2) (brbs ••••• ) = (bsbr ••••• ) for all nrs nrs 
r,s in R with r I: s. 
It is also clear that b = br br ••• .br where w 1 2 t 
r 1r 2••• .rt is any reduced expression for w E W. 
f can be extended to a ring epimorphism from H(TL ,u) 
o -no 
to H by setting 
o 
for all 'Aw E K. 
Unlike H(K,u), Ek(q) (q E p) and CW the algebra Ho 
is no~ semi-simple and there is hence no analogue of theorem 
1.4.5 for this algebra. The irreducible characters of Ho 
are described in theorem 1.5.4. 
Let No be the nilpotent radical of Ho. Ho/No is 
commutative. 
Proof: 
We show that b b - b b E No for all r,s E R with 
r s s r 
r I: s.It is well known that it is sufficient to show that 
brbs - bsbr is properly nilpotent, i.e. given any elements 
'Aw E ko (w E W) that 
l(ws) 
l(wr) 
a = ~~ b (b b -b b) is nilpotent. 
wEW w w r s s r 
Fix W E W and r,s E R. 
If l(wr) < lew) and l(ws) < lew) 
or l(wr) < lew), l(ws) > lew) and l(wsr) < 
or l(ws) < lew), l(wr) > lew) and l(wrs) < 
then using equation (1.5.1) one readily finds that 
11 
m 
bw(brbs -bsbr ) = O. 
Thus bw(brbs - bsbr ) ~ 0 implies that bw(brbs - bsbr ) = 
bW1 + bW2 for some w1 ,w2 E W with l(w1),I(w2) > lew). So 
it is clear that there exists t E Z+ with at = O. 
THEOREM 1.5.4. 
Let R = { r 1 , r 2 , ••• r m}. The set 
. I i. E {O,1}, j E Z } of ko-homomorphisms 
.1m J m 
from Ho to ko where 
o. . 
1 11 2 ••• 
i (br ) 
• m J 
= -i. J for all j E Zm 
and &. 
11 • • • • 
i (b1) 
• m 
= 1 
is the set of all irreducible characters of Ho over ko • 
Proof: 
Let b be an irreducible character of Ho. By lemma 
1.5.3 O(b1) = 1. Thus S is an irreducible character if 
and only if 
S(b~) = 1 
(O(br ))2 = -b(br ) for all r E R 
and (b(br)b(b )... ) = (b(b )b(b )... ) 
s nrs s r nrs 
for all r,s E R with r ~ s.The result is now clear. 
COROLLARY 1.5.5. 
dimk (No) = Iwl - 21RI. 
o 
Proof: 
= I { hi b E X(Ho)' b is irred-
Given ~ E X(HfK,u)) it is clear that the ko-linear 
map fo(~):Ho ~ ko defined by 
fo(~hbw ---;.. fo(~(hw)) is a character of 
11 
Ho. However, theorems 1.4.5(ii) and 1.5.4 show that even 
if ~ is ir~ucible, fo(~) will not in general be irreducible. 
We thus make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1.5.6. 
Let IRI = m. Let (~jl j E ZsJ be the set of all 
irreducible charaffiers of H(K,u).(By theorem 1.4.5(ii) s 
is the number of conjugacy class in W). 
The decomposition matrix of Ho' denoted by nrr ' is 
. 0 
an (s x 2m)-matrix with columns indexed by the set e = 
{(i1,i2 , •• ,im)1 i j E {O,1}, j E Zm J• The (j,(i1 , •.• ,im»th 
entry d ( j, i 1,··· 
of DR is defined by the equations 
o 
Appendix 4 gives the decomposition matrix for some 
particular examp~es of Ho. The symmetry exhibited in these 
examples can be explained using the involutory semi-linear 
automorphism of H(K,u) described in [6, ~8J. 
CHAPTER 2 
LINR~ DEPENDENCE OF THE CHARACTER VALUES. 
The problem of evaluating the characters of the 
generic Hecke algebra is seperated into two parts(see below 
corollary 2.1.5). Some results and conjectures concerning 
one of these parts are then given(see ~2.2). 
~2.1 THE CHARACTER TABLE. 
DEFINITION 2.1.1. 
Let "!:f have mW conjugacy classes. The character table, 
T(H(K,u)), of H(K,u) is an (mWx IWI)-array of elements of K. 
Rows are indexed by the irreducible char~ers of H(K,u) 
and the columns are indexed by the elements of W. Let 
~ be an irreducible char~er ,of H(K,u) and w an element 
of W. The (~,w)th entry of T(H(K,u)) is ~(hw). 
(Appendix 5 gives some examples of character tables). 
R~UffiK 1. By lemma 1.4.4(i) all the entries of T(H(K,u)) 
are in I. 
REMARK 2. Since any charaeter of H(K,u) is a K-linear 
function and r~1 w E W} is a K-basis of H(K,u), we see 
that the charater table T(H(K,u)) completely determines 
the values of the irreducible characters of H(K,u). 
THEOREM 2.1.2. 
If B is a set of conjugacy class representatives 
for W then the columns of T(H(K,u)) indexed by B span the 
column space of T(H(K,u)). 
Proof: 
Let the column of T(H(K,u)) indexed by w E W be ~(~). 
14-
-mw 
We can consider it to be an element of the K-space K • 
Since the row rank of a matrix is equal to its column 
rank the theorem will follow if we can show that {~(~)Ib E B} 
is a linearly independent set over K. 
10 is a prmcipal ideal domain and hence is a Dedekind 
dOmain. K is a finite field extension OI Ko' thus by [1, 
chapter VII, 2.5, propn5, corollary 3] I is a Dedekind 
domain. 
Let f be a specialisation of K with the prime ideal 
D of I as its nucleus (see~_4). [1, chapter VII, 32.2, 
theorem 1(g) and chapter II, 33.1, propn 2] show that K:n 
is a principal ideal domain with DKU a prime ideal (since 
it is a maximal ideal). 
Let where 6b E K for all 
b E B. 
Since K is the field of fractio~s of I we can assume 
wi thout loss of genera,li ty that each 6b E ~ C KD• Further 
since we have shown that KD is a principal ideal domain, 
it is a unique factorization domain and we can assume by 
cancelling out any common divisor of the elements ~b (b E B) 
that either 6b = 0 for all b E B, or that there exists at 
least one b E B with 6b ~ DKD- Ker(f) = DKD, so in this 
latter case 
~ f( 6b )f(!l (hb ) ) bEB ""1 
combination of {f(~(~»1 b E B} 
is a non-trival linear 
nr. 
C C W. (f is applied 
component-wise to the vectors ~(~) ). In particular 
Q = E f1(~)f1(n(~» is a non-trival linear combination 
bEB T 
over C of the columns of the character table of CW (see 
theorem 1.4.5(ii) ), giving a contradiction since thesa 
columns are well known to be linearly independent over C. 
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Immediately we have 
COROLLARY 2.1.3 
Let B be a set of conjugacy class representatives 
for W. For each w in W there exist unique elements o(w,b) 
of K (b E B) such that 
for all ~ E X(H(K,u». 
~ 
The coefficients o(w,b) are determined by the relations 
(2.1.4) for all ~ E X(H(K,u» 
and w,v € W (see theorem 1.4.6 and below), in the following 
way 
LEMMA 2.1.5. 
Let Hb(K,u) be the K-space spanned by {~~ - ~hwl 
w,vEW}. 
(i) Let ~ E H(K,u). ~(~) = 0 for all ~ E X(H(K,u» 
if and only if ~'E H (K,u). 
o 
(ii) The elements 6(w,b) of K are uniquely determined 
by the equations 
for all w E W. 
Proof: 
(i) This follows readily from the proof of theorem 
1 .4.6. 
(ii) By theorem 1.4.6 and (i) we see that 
X(H(K,u» ~ H(K,u)/Ho(K,u) as K-spaces. 
So by theorem 2.1.2 H(K,u}/H (K,u) has K-baais 
o 
{~-+- HO(K,u)I bE B}. 
Ib 
Corollary 2.1.3 shows that we can divide the problem of 
evaluating the characters of H(K,u) into two parts in the 
following way: 
PART 1. Determine the elements 6(w,b) of K defined in 
corollary 2.1.3 (w E W, b E B) for some suitable set B 
of conjugacy class ~epresentatives of W. 
PART 2. Calculate the character values ~(~) for all 
irreducible characters ~ of H(K,u) and all b in B, ~here 
B is the same set of class representatives as in 'Part 1'. 
(Note that the set of all irreducible charaters of H(K,u) 
is a free Z-basis for X(H(K,u».) 
~2.2 6(w,b) 
NOTATION 
B· C Y. 
Y = {w E wi w is of minimal length in its conjugacy class 
y~ = {w E wi lew) ~ l(rwr) for all r E RJ 
B a set of conjugacy class representatives ot W with. 
{6(w,b)I wE W, b E B} the set of elements of K defined 
by corollary 2.1.3. (Appendix 7 gives some examples of these). 
* * Note that clearly Y C Y,but in general Y # Y • 
For example in the Coxeter group 85 (see Appendix 2) the 
* 4-cycle (1452) E Y , Y. 
CONJECTURE 2.2.1. 
o{ w, b) E Z [ u] for all w E W and b E B. 
CONJECTURE 2.2.2. 
For each w in W and y in Y there exists o«w,y) in Z[uJ 
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such that 
for all 
~ E X(H(K,u». Note that equations (2.2.3) do not in general 
determine the coefficients ~(w,y) uniquely. 
LEMMA 2.2.4. 
For each w in W and y in Y* there is an element b(w,y) 
in Z[uJ such that 
for all ~ E X(H(K,u». 
Proof: 
* We use induction on lew). If w E Y the result is 
* trivial. Let wE W'Y • There exists r E R \'!ith l(rwr) < 
lew), infact by lemma 1.1.5, l(rwr) = lew) - 2.,~hus there 
exists v E W such that lev) = lew) - 2 and w = rvr. By 
(1 • 1 • 1 0), ( 1 • 1 • 1 3) and ( 2. 1 • 4 Y 
~(hw) = ~(hr~~) 
= ~(~hrhr) 
Cr c 
= u ~(hr) + (u r_ 1)~(hvr) 
Since l(v),l(vr) < lew) the result follows by induction. 
CONJECTURE 2.2.5. 
If y and z in Yare conjugate in W then 
for all ~ E X(H(K,u». 
* Note that in general the condition: 'y,z E Y , y 
conjugate to z in W' does not imply that ~(hy) = ~(hz) 
for all ( in X(H(K,u». For example in the Coxeter group 
* S5 (see Appendix 2) we have (1452) and (1234) in Y • 
These two elements are clearly conjugate but 1(h(1452) = u5 
and j (h( 1234) = u3 where j is the unit character of H(K,u). 
(see definition 4.~.3). 
1~ 
CONJECTURE 2.2.6. 
Let w be an element of W. The following two statements 
are equivalent. 
(i) W E Y 
(ii) If w = tv (t,v E V) with l(t) + l(v) = l(w) 
then l(vt) = l(w). 
(Clearly (i) implies (ii) as vt = t-1(tv)t ). 
These four conjectures and lemma 2.2.4 are related 
in the following ways 
LEI·mA 2. 2. 7 • 
(i) Conjecture 2.2.6 implies conjecture 2.2.2. 
(ii) Conjecture 2.2.2 together with conjecture 
2.2.5 implies c9njecture 2.2.1. 
(iii) Conjecture 2.2.1 implies conjecture 2.2.2 
which implies lemma 2.2 .• 4. 
Proof: 
(ii) and (iii) are immediate. 
(i) We use induction on l(w). If w E Y result is 
trivial. Let w E W'\ Y. There exists a reduced expression 
r 1••• .rt for w (t = l(w» and i E Zt_1 such that 
r i r i +1•• .rt r 1 •• .ri _1 is reduced and r i +1• •• r t r 1 ••• r i 
is not reduced. By (1.1.13) and (2.1.4) we can without 
loss of generality take i = 1. Thus l(rwr) = l(w) - 2 
where r = r 1• The proof can now be completed exactly as 
the proof of lemma 2.2.4 was. 
The rest of this section is concerned with proving 
some special cases of the conjectures above. 
As noted in §1.2 each of the families of finite 
Chevalley groups of a fixed type form a system of Bn-pairs. 
R 
Carter's book [4] describes the Coxeter groups for these 
systems (N'ote that these Coxeter groups are Weyl groups 
and are refered to as such in [4]). In particular it shows 
that 
(i) The Coxeter group of type A 1 (n> 1) is iso-
n-
morphic to the symmetric group S ([4, page 124]) and an 
n 
isomorphism can be found which maps the distinguished 
generators 'of W onto lUi = (i i+1) \ i E: Zn_1 r (see theorem 
A2.1). We will identify the Coxeter group of type A
n
_1 with 
Sn and hence R with luil i E: Zn_1}. 
(ii) The Coxeter group of type B2 is isomorphic to 
the group (a, g\ a 2 = g2 = (ag) 4 = 1) which has order 8. 
(iii) The Coxeter group of type B3 is isomorphic 
to the group (a, g, d\ a 2 = g2 = d2 = {ag)3 = {gd)4 = 
(ad,)2 = 1) which has order 48. 
(iv) The Coxeter group of type G2 is isomorphic 
to the group (a', g\ a 2 = g2 = (ag)6 = 1 )' which has order 
12. 
THEOREM 2.2.8. 
Conjectures 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.5 and 2.2.6 are true 
for W of types At (1 ~ t), B2, B3 and G2• 
Proof: 
Lemma 2.2.7 shows that it'is sufficient to prove 
that conjectures 2.2.5 and 2.2.6 hold.These can be checked 
for W of types B2 , B3 and G2 by listing all the elements 
of W in terms of reduced expressions and using the relations 
(2.1.4). 
Let W be of type An_1 (n> 1). W = Sn by part (i) 
of the discussion,above this theorem. Thus conjecture 
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2.2.6 follows immediately from theorem A2.7(i) and since 
for x an indeterminate over C and z in Z+ the field Q(x) 
is a finite field extension of Q(xZ) it is clear that 
conjecture 2.2.5 follows from corollaries A2.6 and 4.2.10(ii). 
RElfffiRK. For a group W for which conjectures 2.2.5 and 2.2.6 
hold the proof of lemma 2.2.7(i) gives a method of calculating 
the coefficients ~(w,b) (w E W, b E Bey). This is illutrated 
in Appendix 1 for the case of W of type.B3. 
LEMMA: 2.2.9. 
Let r,s E R and ~ E X(H(K,u». 
(i) If n
rs 
is odd then r and s are conjugate 
in W. 
(ii) If nrs is odd then ~(~) = ~(hs). 
Note that (ii) is a special case of conjecture 2.2.5. 
Proof: 
(i) EquatiQns (1.1.2) and{1.1.3) show that 
(rs ••• s) 1r(sr ••• r) 1 = a 
nrs- ~s-
(ii) Since n
rs is odd we have 
n(h ) = ~(h ) ( (rs ••• r)~s (sr ••• s)~s 
By equations (1.1.13) and (2.1.4) 
n(h{ h ) = ~(h h( ) ( sr ••• r)~s-1 r (s sr ••• r)n
rs
-1 
By equationa(1.1.10)and (1.1.13) 
u cr (h ) (cr ) ( ) ~ (sr ••• s) -2 * u -1 ~ h(sr ••• r)n -1 
nrs rs 
_ Cs ( Cs 
- u ~ h(ra ••• r)n -2) + (u -1)9(h(sr ••• r)~ -1) 
ra rs 
By (i) r and s are conjugate in Whence c = c and 
r a 
1(h(rs ••• r) -2) = ~(h(sr ••• s)n -2) 
. ,nrs rs 
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The result now clearly follows by 'decreasing induction'. 
LEMMA 2.2.10. 
Conjecture 2.2.6 is true for wE { werE wi oE 4J}, 
where W is a Weyl group with root system 41 (see [~, Chapter 
Proof: 
Since it is true that in conjecture 2.2.6 (i) implies 
(ii) for any Coxeter group W we need only prove that (ii) 
implies (i) in this case. 
Let 7\ be a fundamental system in 41. {wp I p E 7\} is 
a set of distinguished generators of W (considered as a 
Coxeter group). 
Fix wer (6 E 41). Since w($' = w_6 we can assume that 
<5'"E: 4J+ the set of positive roots. Thus 
all f E 7\. 
<5'" = E 'ApP 
pETr 
where ).,p E Z+ U to} for 
There exis"ts t E 1\ such that the inner product 
(,(,6) > 0, otherwise (6,6) = E " (p,6) lit 0 a contradiction. 
pE7\ p 
If w<5'" is not of minimal length in its class then 
clearly cf'rt TI, thus at least two e1ements of {~f I p E: 7i } 
are non-zero. Hence 
and (WcfW..,)-1 = w-e(w6 h:) 
= -2~6 +- 4(if.'q2 } ~ {(0-,6' (-e,L) - 1 
By [4, lemma 2.2.1 and theorem 2.2.2] 
l(w-Cw6w-r:) = 1(w6 ) - 2 
Thus there exists x € \i with l(x) = l(wo-) - 2 and w(J" = w-exw"[. 
l( (xwL)wr ) < l(wc:r) so the proof is complete. ~ 
We. now give<an explicit formula for the coefficients 
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oiw,b) for certain elements w of W = Sn. 
DEFINITION 2.2.11. 
Let e,f E Z. 
LEMMA 2.2.112. 
Let W be of type A 1 (n> 1). By part (i) of the 
n-
discussion above theorem 2.2.8, W c S • Corollary A2.6 
, n 
shows that for any indexing system {crl r E RJ (see 
definition 1.1.8) that c = c for all r,s E R. Let c = c 
r s r 
for r E R. Let ~ E X(H(K,u» and a,s,t E Zn_1 with a > s > t. 
Then using cycle notation for elements of Sn we have 
(i) 
a--2 • • • s+j) ) 
t» = • 
(ii) :Q.(h ( (a s s-1 s-2 •• 
a-2 • • • t+j) ) 
(iii) ~(h(a t t+1 t+2 •• • s» 
a-1-t E (a-1-t) Cj( c_1)a-1-t-j (h ) j=O j U U ~ (s+j s+j+1 ••• a) 
Note that there exists a set of class representatives Bey 
for S such that (a a~1 ••• s+j), (a a-1 ••• t+j) E B n 
for all j E Za_1_rU{O} (r = s or t as appropriate). Further, 
by theorem 2.2.8 (conjecture 2.2.5), ~(h(s+j s+j+1 ••• a» 
- ~(h ) 
- t (a a-1 •• • s+j) • 
Proof: 
Let u i = (i i+1) for i E Zn_1oNote that 
(a s) = u
s
u
s
+1 oo oua_1ua_2 ••• us 
(a s s-1 ••• t) = USUS +1 ••• ua_1ua_20 •• ut 
(a t t+1 ••• s) = U t U t +1•• .ua_1ua_2 ••• us 
Let e,f E Z+ with a> e ~f. Using equations (A2.2), 
(A2.3),(A2.4), (1.1.13) and (2.1.4) we seethat 
= ~(~e+1·· .ua_1ua_2•• .ueue_1ueue_2· ouf ) 
= ~(~e+1·· .ua_1ua _2• .ue_1ueue_1ue_2· .uf 
• • • 
= n(h 
l u e+1 •• 
• • • • • • 
.U 1u 2 •• a- a-
• • • • 
Using induction on (a-e) we prove that 
If (a-e) = 1 equation (2.2.13) is clearly valid. 
Using the inductive hypothesis and the equation derived 
above, we have 
24-
Since for x,y EZ , (x) + ( x ) = (X+1) + Y y+1 y+1 this shows 
equation (2.2.13) to be valid. 
(i) follows immediately from equation (2.2.13) by 
putting e = f = s. 
(ii) follows immediately from equation (2.2.13) by 
putting e = s and f = t. 
(iii) can clearly be proved in a way analogous to 
that used to prove (ii). 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE CIRCLE PRODUCT. 
In this chapter the basis Qf an inductive method 
for calculating the characters of H(K,u) is described 
(see definition 3.2.5 and corollary3.2.10) and its 
connection with an analogous method for calculating the 
charaters of W is displayed in ~3.3. 
33.1 GROTHENDIECK GROUPS. 
No proofs are given in this section. 
Let B be a ring and M a category of finitely 
generated B-modules with B-homomorphisms as the morphisms. 
For any finitely generated B-module V let [V] = {U E Mlu ~ vI. 
DEFINITION 3.1.1. 
The Grothendieck group ~(M) of the category M is 
F/S where F is the free Z-module on 
r[V] }VEM and S is the additive subgroup of F generated 
by {[U] - [V] + [Y] I 0 - U - V - Y - 0 is a short exact 
sequence in M}.Denote the element [V] + S by )V(. 
'vIe abbreviate 'short exact sequence' to s.e.s. 
LEMMA 3.1.2. 
(i) Every element of J< (M) has the form E zv)V( 
VEM 
where each zV E Z and only a finite number of them are 
non-zero. 
(ii) )V( = )U( + )Y( whenever 0 - U - V - Y 0 
, 
is a s.e.s. in M. In particular )V ~ U( = )V( + )U(. 
J.b 
(iii) )O( = O~(M) 
(iv) U ~ V implies that )U( = )V(. 
LEIw1MA 3. 1 • 3. 
Given a map ~ from M to an abelian group L such that 
~(V) = ~(U) + ~(Y) whenever 0 - U - V - Y - 0 is a s.e.s 
in M then there exists a unique additive map 
NOTATION 
g : X (M) ---+ L 
g: )V( ~ ~(V) for all V E M. 
BN is the category with the set of all finitely 
generated left B-modules as objects and for U,V E B~' 
Mor(U,V) = { 6:U -vi e is a B-homomorphism }. 
LEMMA. 3.1.4. ( compar& [9, page 130]). 
If B is an algebra over some field and U1,U2 , ••• Ut 
is a complete set (up to isomorphism) of irreducible left 
B-modules, then X (BN ) is freely generated as an abelian 
group by {)Ui <I i E Zt}. 
COROLLARY 3.1.5. 
If B is a semi-Simple F-algebra (F a field) with 
character group X then the map 0<: (B~) ~ X given 
by ()(: )V( t-? character of V for all V E BN is an 
isomorphism of additive groups. 
§3. 2 THE CIRCLE PRODUCT. 
NOTATION. 
Let J C R. By lemma A3.2 (WJ,J) is a Coxeter system 
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where WJ is the parabolic subgroup of W corresponding to 
J (see definition A3.1). 
Clearly we can regard the generic Hecke algebra 
H(WJ,J,ClwJ,K,U) which we abbreviate to HJ as a 
of H(W,R,c,K,u) = HR. We abbreviate H
J
}{ to J}{ 
K(H N ) to ~(HJ). (see 3.1). 
J 
DEFINITION 3.2.1. 
subalgebra 
and 
The statement l(Jili E S) where S is an indexing 
set and each J. is a subset of R means that for i F j, 
l. 
Ji~j = ~ and for all r E J i and t E J j , tr = rt. 
If l(Jil i E S) we say that the sets J i are mutually 
perpendicular. 
LEMMA 3.2.2. 
Let J and T be subsets of R. 
(i) l(J,T) implies that WJWT = W~ and for w E WJ 
and v E WT ' l(WY) = lew) + lev). 
(ii) l(J,T) implies that HJ ® HT ~ H~ as K-algebras. 
Proof: 
(i) Trival. 
(ii) By part (i) HJUT = HJHT• Define a map 
g : HJX HT ~ HJUT by g (~cT'~T) ~ ~J~T for all 
~J E HJ and ~T E HT• g is clearly a balanced map hence 
there exists a unique K~algebra homomorphism 
g' : HJ <X)J2IT --+ HJ\.Jr given by g': ~ ;f't>f ~ 0J~T 
g' is clearly an epimorphism and since diln:K(Hcf>KHT) 
= d~(H~) = IWJI IwTI, g' is an isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 3.2.3. 
Let 1 (J , T), Y J E J N and V T E TN. V J ® KV T can 
be made into an HJ\.JT-module by defining the following 
2'3 
action 
(~J~T)(VJ vT)= ~JvJ ~TvT for all ~ E Hy and Vy E Vy 
(y ::: J ,T). 
Proof: 
It is welllmown that VJ®KVT is an HJ@KHT-module 
with respect to the action (~~~T)(v~vT) = ~JvJ®~TvT. 
Thus the result now follows immediately from the proof 
of lemma 3.2.2(ii). 
LEr1MA 3. 2 • 4 . 
Let J C R. HR is a right HJ-module with respect to 
right multiplication by elements of HJ • 
Proof: 
Let X be a transversal for WJ in W then 
+ HR = E ~HJ and each hxHJ is a right HJ-module. 
xEJ( 
By equation (1.1.13) it is clear that HR = E+ hdHJ 
. . dE~ 
where ~ is the f;)et of special coset representatives for 
WJ in W (see definition A3.4). Thus it is sufficient to 
show that if xWJ = dWJ then hxHJ = hdHJ • 
If xWJ = dWJ then x = dw for some w E WJ and hx = hdhw. 
hwHJ = HJ since h1 E hwHJ by I , lemma 5.1 I. SO hxHJ = 
hdHJ • 
Corollary 3.2.3 allows us to make the following 
definition 
DEFINITION ~.2.5. 
Let T C R and J i C T for i E Zs (s > 1). Let l(Jili E Zs) 
Given a module Vi E J N for each i in Zs. 
i 
(i) V1 °TV2°T~ ••• oTVs is the left HR-module 
~ ®H' ( •• • «V1 ®KV2) @KV3)·· J 1UJ'2U ••• UJ s 
(HR is regard'ed as a right HJ1UJ2U •• 
lemma 3.2.4). 
UJ -module. See 
. s 
(ii) If ~i is the character of Vi then 
In cases where no confusion will arise we will 
abbreviate V1 °T •••• oTVs to V10 V2 ••• oVs and 
:q1 °T·· • °'rls to:q1 0 •• .0 ~s when T = R. 
We have immediat&ly 
LEIvlMA 3. 2 • 6 • 
In the notation of definition 3.2.5 
(i) ~1~~20 ••• o~s is the induced character 
H (~1.~2 ••• ·~s) R where ~1.~2 ••• ~s is the character of 
HJ1UJ2U ••• UJ
s 
given by 
(~1··· ·~S)(~1~2·· ·~s) = ~1(~1)··· ·~s(~s) for all 
~i E HJ
i 
(i E Z~). 
(ii) For any permutation <5'E Ss 
tt6( 1 ) (> IJ'6( 2) ...0 ncr( s) = n10 n2 ••• • 0 ns and 
hence V6 (1)0 ••• 0V6(s) ~ V1 0 V2o •• • OVs • 
LEMMA 3.2.7. 
If R 
L/\ 
j \ /\ 
s.. B e is a subset lattice diagram for 
R with l{A,B,e), l(L,e), l(A,J) and if Vy E yN 
(y = A,B,e) then 
(i) {VA ° LVB} °RVe ~ VA 0 VB 0 Ve ~ VA °R(VB 0 JVe } 
as left Eli-modules. 
(li) (If A 0 LttB) 0 RIte = ~A 0 ~B 0 I}e = ttA 0 R (~B 0 J~e) 
~O 
where ~Y is the character afforded by Vy (y = A,B,C). 
Proof: 
(ii) follows immediately from (i). 
(i) \ve have W = ~ul3lXJ 'W AVBJC = nRDJC D~UB WAUBJC 
(see definition A3.4). Using the length function one 
finds that n!UR.JC = nRDJC D~UB· 
By lemma 3.2.4 
VA 0 VB 0 V C = ~ hd ® ( (VA @ VB) ® V C) 
dEn!UBJC 
and 
(VA ° LVB) °RVC = ~ hs ®«( ~ hg ® (VA®VB»®VC) 
sEDDJC gEDAUB 
= ~ ~ h ® «h ® (VA@VB)®VC) s g s g 
Clearly the map 0( : (VA 0 LVB) 0RVC --+ VA 0 VB 0 Va 
given by 0<: hs~ «hg®(vA~vB»®vC ~ h:shg®«vA~vB)®VC) 
for all Vy E Vy (Y = A,B,C) is a K-isomorphism and also 
an ~-map. Hence it is an HR-isomorhpism. 
It is well known that the map 6": (VA ® VB)~ Vc ~ 
VA ® (VB® Va) given by (f' : . (vA@vB)®va ~ vA ®(vB®vc ) is 
anHR-isomorphism hence the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 3.2.8. 
If l(Jil i E: Zt) (t > 1) where for each i in .Zt' 
J i C R then there exists a multi-Z-l1neax additive group 
monomorphism 
eR • 
J 1J 2 ••• ·Jt . 
~ (HJ ) ®Z··· • ®zX (HJ ) ~ )\ (HR) 1 t 
given by ~1 ••• J
t 
)V1 (®···· .®)Vt ( ~ )V1° •• • oVt ( 
f or all Vi E: J i N (i E: Zt). 
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Proof: 
STEP 1: Let J,T C R with l(J,T). It is sufficient 
to show that there exists a biadditi\e group monomorphism 
e~T : X (HJ ) ® Zd\(HT) ~ d< (~) given by e~T: )VJ ( ® )VT( 
~ )VJ 0 VT( for all VJ E: IN and VT E TN. 
Proof: 
Immediate from lemma 3.2.7(i) and lemma 3.1.2(iv) 
STEP 2: For each VJ in J}{ there exists an additive 
group homomorphism bV : X (RT) ~ X (~) given by J 
bV : )VT( ~ )VJ 0 VT( for all VT E TN. J 
Proof: 
Let VJ E IN. Define a map 0(: TN ~X(HR) 
by ex: (VT) = )VJo VT( for all VT E TN. By lemma 3.1.3 
it is sufficient to show that if 0 - U - V - Y 4 0 is 
a s.e.s. in TX then o«U) + o«Y) = 0< (V). 
We show that there exists a s.e.a. 
Using lemma 3.2.4 it can readily be shown that 
if ~ ; U - V and b : V - Y are the maps in the s. e. s. 
o - u - V - Y - 0 then the maps 
1 ~ ® (rV J ® ~) : V J 0 U ~ V J 0 V 
1I1t S(1 vJ®S) VJoV~VJoY 
make (3.2.9) a s. e. s. in RN . Thus 0( (U) + 0< (y) = 0( (V) 
as required. 
STEP 3: There exists a biadditive group homomorphism 
a~T : X(HJ ) ~ z ~(HT) ~ X (~) given by e~T : )VJ ( ® )VT( 
~ )VJ 0 VT( for all VJ E IN and VT E TN. 
Proof: 
By analogy with step 2, for each VT E T~ 
there exists an additive homomorphism gv : X (HJ ) ~ X (~) T 
given by gv :) V J ( ~ ) V J 0 V T ( for all V J E J N. Thus 
T 
there exists a balanced ma;p b.g : K (HJ)XX (HT) ~ J\ (~) 
given by b.g: ()VJ ( t )VT() ~ )VJ 0 VT( for all VJ E: IN 
and VT E: TN. 
STEP 4: ~T is a monomorphism. 
Proof: 
Let {u ! s E S} be a full set of irreducible 
s 
Let {Ytl tEL} be a. full set of irreducible 
HT-modules. 
By corollary 3.2.3 it is clear that {Us~Yt! (s,t) E: 
SXL} is a full set of irreducible HJUT-modules. 
Lemma 3.1.4 shows that X (HJ )@ 3<.(HT) has Z-basis 
nUs ( ® )Yt (! (s,t) E: SXL}. Suppose that 
then 
E Z t)UsoVt ( = 0 (s,t)S 
for some Zst E Z 
Let Us afford the character ~s and let Yt afford 
the character ~t then by lemma 3.2.6(1) 
(B:tiBt(Ps~t)HR = 0 and so (s;t)st(Ps~t) = o. 
Since {Us®Yt!(s,t) E: SXL} is a full set of irreducible 
HJlJr-modules the characters PsAt (s E S, tEL) are linearly 
independent over K. Thus Zst = 0 for all (s,t) E: SXL, and 
e~T 1s a monomorphism. 
COROLLARY 3.2.10. 
If l(Ji liE: Zt) (t > 1) vlhere for each i in Zt 
J. C R then there exists a multi-Z-linear additive group ~ 
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monomorphism 
.ii 1 J 2.. • J t: X (H J 1) I&> z • •• • ® ZX (H J t) ~ X (HR ) 
given by 
. . . 
all ~i E X(HJ .) (i E Zt). ~ 
Proof: 
and p: 
be the isomorphisms described by corollary 3.1.5. 
eR eR ( )-1 ~1J2'·· ·Jt = p' J 1J 2•• ·Jt · P1~·· ·®Pt 
:for 
§3.3 CIRCLE PRODUCT AND THE COXETER GROUP. 
NOTATION. 
Let J C R. Abbreviate 'd\ (CW N) to 3\ (WJ ) and J 
X(CWJ ) to X(WJ ) •. 
Let fJ: X (HJ ) ~ X(HJ ) 
and "AJ : 6\ (WJ ) ~ X(WJ ) be the isomorphisms 
described in corollary 3.1.5. 
LEMMA 3.3.1-
(i) The map bJ : X(HJ ) ~ X(WJ ) defined by 
(8j(~»(f1(~» = f1(~(~» for all ~ € X(HJ ) and ~ E H(K,u) 
is an additive group isomorphism. 
(ii) The map 6J : d\ (HJ ) -7 ~ (WJ ) where 
6J ~ ~~1.SJ·PJ is an additive group isomorphism. 
Proof: 
(i) Immediate from theorem 1.4.5(1i) 
(ii) Immedia~e from (i). 
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DEFINITION 3.3.2. 
Let l(Jil i E Zt) (t > 1) where for each i in 
Zt' J i C R. 
(i) ~1J2" .J
t
: ~ (WJ1 )@z·· ·®zX(WJt)~ -x (WR) 
is defined by 
U i E OW N (i E Zt)· 
J i 
(ii) The map 
~11'2" ·J
t
:' X(WJ1 ) ® Z·· • ® ZX(WJt ) ~ X(WR) 
is defined by 
1i.R J = SR" ~~. J • (S or- ® • •• • ~ OJ )-1 ~1 • •• • t -u 1 • •• • t U 1 t 
Let ~1" .J
t 
(X1 ® ••• ®Xt ) = X1°··· .oXt for all 
Xi E X(WJ ) (i E Zt). i 
From theorem 3.2.8 we have immediately 
LEMMA. 3.3.3. 
(i) ~1'. J and.l.R J are mul ti-Z-linear 
. t ~1". • t 
additive group monomorphisms. 
(ii) Let {~11 i E Z } be the full set of irreducible 
mW 
characters ~ HR ' so that {Xii i E Z I is the set of ail 
mW 
irreducible characters of OW, where Xi = bR(~i) for all 
i in Zmw • (mW is the number of conjugacy classes in W). 
If llj E X(HJ '> ' X = b (n) for all i E Z ( ~ j cfj cj t 
and n1o ••• ont = ~ z.ni (z E Z) then ( (iEZ ~( i 
mw 
i ~ ziX 
·EZ 
1. mw 
THEOREI~ 3.3.4. 
Let l(Jil i E Zt) (t > 1) where for each i :in Zt' 
J i C R. 
For each i E Zt let Ui E OWJ 
)( and Xi E X(WJi). Then 
i 
( i ) ) U l' 0.. oUt ( = ) OW @ OW ( •• • (U 1 ® C U 2 ) •• .® 0 U t )( 
J 1U ••• UJt . 
where OW is regarded as a right CWJ U UJ -module, the 1 •• • t 
action being given by right multiplication. 
(ii) X1o •••• oXt = (X1.X2 •••• xt)W where X1.X2 ••• Xt 
is the character of WJ' U given by 1 , ••• UJt 
(X1 ·X2•• .Xt )(w1w2• •• wt ) = X1(w1 )·X2 (w2)·· .Xt(Wt ) 
for all wi E WJi (i E Zt) 
(see definition 3.3.2 and lemma 3.2.2). 
Proof: 
(i) By lemma 3.1.2(iv) and the proof of corollary 
3.2.10 this follows from (ii). 
(ii) Lemma 3.2.7 shows that it is suf'ficient to 
prove the following two 'statements': 
STATEMENT 1.Let J,T C R with l(J,T) and let XJE 
X(WJ ) , XTE X(WT) then 
(XJoXT) = (XJ.xT)W 
STATEMENT 2. Let J i C R and XJ . E X(WJ .) for i = 1. 1. 
1,2 and 3. Let 1(J1, J 2, J 3) then 
W 
( W J 1UT2 W XJ .XJ .XJ ) = «XJ .XJ ) .XJ ) 1 2 3 1 2 3 
This latter statement can readily be proved using 
the well known formula for induced group characters. 
3b 
Proof of statement 1: 
Let SJ1(XJ ) = ~J and ~T1(XT) = ~T' so 
XJoXT = ~T(XJ@ XT) 
= (bR·e~T (bJ ® bT)-1) (XJ ® XT) 
= bR· e~T(~J@ ~T) 
= ~R(~JoIT) 
= bR «~J·~T)~) 
Clearly b~(~J.~T) = XJeXT, thus-it is sufficient 
to prove that if S C R and ~ E X(~S) then 
(3.3.5) ~(~HR) = (~s(f»WR 
Let hwhd = hd'(w)~w,d where w € W, d,d'(w) E ~ 
(see definition A3.4) and 0w,d E HS. 
Clearly f1(~w,d) is defined and belongs to CWS• 
So f 1 (hw)f1(hd) = f1(hd,(w»f1(~w,d) which can be rewritten 
as wd = d'(W)f1(~w,d). Thua by lemmas 3.2.4 and 3.3.1 
(SR(pHR))(w) = f 1(fER(hy)) 
which proves 
= f 1( E ~d,d'(W)~(~W,d» dE~ 
where ~d,d' (w) 
= ~ !d,d' (w)f1 (PCCSw,d» 
= ~~d,d' (w)(bs(~»(f1 (CS'w,d» 
W 
= (bs (0» R(w) 
equation (3.3.5). 
if d=d' (w) 
if d;id' (w) 
Clearly analogues of the results (3.3.1),(3.3.3) 
and (3.3.4) can be found with CW replaced by EC(q) for 
each q E P (see definition 1.2.1), but as these would 
be incidental to our study of the characters of ~ we 
omit them. 
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PART II 
INTRODUCTION. 
For the remaining chapters of this thesis we restrict 
our attention to a special case, namely that where W is 
a Weyl group of type An-1 (n > 1) and: c :W ~ Z+ (see 
corollary 1.1.7) coincides with the length function i.e. 
Cr = r for all r E R. Denote the generic Hecke algebra 
by G
n 
in this case. 
By part (i) of the discussion above theorem 2.2.8, 
we can identify W with the symmetri~ group Sn on n symbols 
and R with {Fi = (i i+1) liE Zn_1}. (A2.2), (.A:2.3) and 
(A2.4) are 8;_ set of defining relations for this set R of 
generators. 
We take G
n 
to be the K-algebra with K-basis 
{~I wE Snl. Thus denoting g1:
s 
by go and ~i by gi 
n 
we have that ~ ~ gi
1
gi
2
•• .gi
t 
where Pi
1
f.i
2 
••• Pi
t 
is 
any reduced expression for w (w E Sn) and that Gn is 
generated as K-algebra with identity go by {gi liE Zn_1} 
with defining relations 
gi = ugo + (u - 1')gi for all i E Zn_1 
gigj = gj g1 for all i,j E Zn_1 with 1+1 ~ j 
for all i E Zn_2 
Since the conjugacy classes of Sn can be indexed 
by the set of all partitions of n (see appendix 2 and 
above lemma 4.1.1) we can use the notation {X<X I ex: ~ n} 
for the set of all irreducible characters of Sn over C. 
Further by theorem 1.4.5(ii) we can denote the set of all 
irreducible characters of G
n 
over K by {~<X I 0( ~ n} and 
stipulate that for any wE Sn,that X~(w) = f1(~~(~». 
'3g 
CHAPTER 4 
INDUCTION FORMULAE 
In this chapter 'part 2' (see below corollary 2.1.5) 
of the problem of evaluating the characters of the generic 
Heck~ algebraGn is solved (see theorems 4.2.8 and 4.3.8 
and the discussion above definition 4.2.1) at least in a 
theoretical sense. (Chapter 5 gives a more practical method 
for calculating character values.) 
~ 4.1 IRREDUCIBLE CHARACTERS. 
NOTATION. 
Let n E Z+. A partition ~ of n (denoted ~ r- n) is 
a finite sequence ~1'~2' ••• '~t> of non-negative integers 
such that 
t 
i:O ~i = n and 0 ~ ~t ~ CS't_1 .~ •• ·~~1 
y = < 1a12a2 ·.nan We also use the alternative notation 0 •• 
where a j = Iti liE Zt' ~i = j}\. 01 , •• '~t are the partsof 
We can assume t = n if we wish since some of the ~i 
can b.e equal to zero. 
With each partition A of n we assoeiate a parabolic 
subgroup (see definition A3.1) S~ of S as follows: 
n n 
Let A = < "'1' "2' ••• ,A? with 0 < Ar ~ ••• ~ A1 • 
t 
Put ')\t = i~?\i for t E Zr and ~ A = {p-j = (j j+1) I j E Zn_1' 
j ..l 1 2 r-1 } FA, A , ••• ,A C R 
Then S~ = (Sn)~~ (see definition A3.1). 
Also we denote the subalgebra (G)J of G by GA. 
n ').. n n 
(see above de~inition 3.2.1). 
LEMf1A 4.1.1. 
f\ { I t-1 t} \vi th 1\ and notation as above; Let J t = ]lj 'A < j <?; 
(t E Zr) where convensionally 'A0= O. Let Tt be the parabolic 
subgroup (Sn)J
t 
and Lt be the subalgebra (Gn)Jt o~ Gn • Then 
for t in Zr 
(i) Tt is the subgroup of Sn consisting o~ all 
those elements ~ixing all the symbols other than 
{ t-1 t-1 '" t}, A +1, A +2,.., 1\. 
(ii) Tt ;:; S: t 
(iii) Lt ~ G and the Ooxeter group o~ Lt is Tt t 
(iv) J = J 1 u ••• U J r and 1(J1, ••• ,Jr ) 
(v) Sn = T1T2•• .Tr 
(vi) Gn = L1L2 • •• Lr 
Proo~: 
Clearly the image o~ the monomorphism 1l": Tt ~ Sn 
de~ined by 7r : ]Ij ~ f
j 
__ 'At - 1 for all j E J t is isomorphic 
to S"t. Thus 7f induces an isomorphism 7f': Tt ~ 8''\. 
The K-map 7f' ':Lt ~ G given by 7f' • (~) = g7r' (w) ~or 
. t 
all w E Tt is clearly a K-isomorphism. This proves (ii) 
and (iii). Parts (i),(iv),(v) and (vi) are readily seen 
to be true. 
LEMMA 4.1.2. 
(i) The map K-lin.ear IIla:P 1n: G
n 
~ K de~ined 
by 1n (~) == ul(w) ~or all w in Sn is a character o~ G
n
• 
(ii) Under the bijection from X(G
n
) to X(C8'n) described 
in theorem 1.4.5,. jn maps to 1n the unit character o~ Sn. 
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(iii) Let ~ ~ n be the partition in lemma 4.1.1. Denote 
4 'A d~ - - ' 
the restriction of I n to Gn by In'and the restriction of 1n 
to s~ by 1~.IdentifY the character group X(Lt ) with X(G~) 
and the character group X(Tt ) with X(S~) for all t in t 
Zr (see leIIlDlB; 4.1.1:). Then 
'XG 
(jn) n = 1" 01,,0 •• • oj" A1 A2 r 
S 
(1r) n = 1"" 011\0 ••• 01". 
n ~1 ~2 Ar 
and 
Proof: 
(i) That 1nisa representation of Gn is clear from 
the defining relations given for G
n 
in the introduction 
to part II. Since jn(go) = 1 , 1n is also a character. 
(ii) Immediate. 
(iii) Immediate from lemma 3.2.6(ii) and theorem 
3.3.4(ii). 
DEFINITION 4.1.3. 
1n defined in the above lemma is the unit character 
NOTATION. 
Let ~ = < ~1'~2' ••• '~ri> ~ n and w E Sn. Denote 
by ~w the sequence whose terms are the elements of the 
following set arranged in decreasing order: 
{ 01+ w(1) - 1, ~2+ w(2) - 2, •••• , ~n+ wen) -~}. 
Note; ~w mayor may not be a partition. 
From [7, chapter 5] one can readily derive 
THEOREM 4.1.4. (Frobenius). 
{' 0 0 S X =- i: sign.(w) (1 w) n I ~ I- n} 
wES' n 
n 
41 
", 
(5 
where 1 w = 0 if 
n 
, 
~w is not a partition, is the set of all irreducible 
characters of S~ over C. 
( sign(w) is +1 if w is an even permutation and is -1 if 
w is an odd permutation). 
COROLLARY 4.1.5. 
~ G {' n'6 = 1: sign(w) ( 1 w)' n I ~ I- n} 
l wE: 3' n 
n 
d~w 
where In = 0 
if ~w is not a partition, is the set of all irreducible 
characters of G
n 
over K. 
Proof: 
Immediate from theorem 4.1.4, le~ 4.1.2(iii) and 
lemma 3.3.3(ii). 
§ 4.2 O(O~ 
Fix n in Z+ and t in Zn_1. Assume that t ~ n - t 
and let A = < t,~-t>. 
•• ·'f"t-1} and J 2 = tPt+1' •• ']In-1}· 
Li = (Gn)J
i 
for i = 1,2. and 
Lemma 4.1.1 shows that Sn = T1T2 ' Gn = L1L2 ' T1 = St' 
T2 = Sn_t' L1 = Gt and L2 = Gn_t • 
We identify X(L1) with X(Gt ) and X(L2) with X(Gn_t ), 
thus if 0( E: X(G t ) and tt E: X(Gn_t ) we can form the character 
<Xo~ of Gn.(see definition 3.2.5(ii». 
By lemmas 4.1.2(iii), 3.2.7(ii) and corollary 4.1.5 
it is clear that in theory at least, we can evaluate all' 
of the irreducible characters of G once we can evaluate 
n 
all products of the form ex 0 It. Accordingly the evaluation 
of (0(0 tt) (gw) for certain w in Sn is the subject of the 
rest of this chapter (see theorems 4.2.8,4.3.8 and corollary 
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4.2.10 ) • The results obtained together with the remark 
below theorem 2.2.8 enable «)(O~)(~) to be evaluated for 
all w in Sn ' ()( in X(Gt ) and ~ in X(Gn_t ). 
DEFINITION 4.2.1. 
Let m E Z+. 
(i) Given ~ ~ m, the subclass (~) of Sm is the 
subset of elements w of (~) (the conjugacy class of Sm 
associated with ~ • See appendix 2) such that if 
w = c1c2 •• .cr is the decomposition of w into disjoint 
cycles then each ci (i E Zr) is of the form 
(j j-1 j-2 •• • ) for some j E Zm· 
(ii) A function f: Gm ~ K satisfying f(~) = f(~) 
whenever w and v are in the same subclass of Sm is called 
a subclass function on G
m
• 
NOTATION. 
Let m E.Z+~ Denote the subclass « 1m- i i 1» of Sm 
by 1. Convensionally let ~ = « 1~) 
Given a subclass function f:G ~ K and ~ I-- m, 
m 
for any w E (~) denote f(~) by f~. 
Denote f 1 by fl. • ( fo = f(go». 
< 1m- i i > 
LEMMA. 4.2.2. 
Let m E Z+, ~ ~ m and w E (~) CS
m
• Let w be of 
minimal length in its conjugacy class and f: G
m 
~ K 
be a subclass function for which 
f(~~) = f(~) 
then f(~) = f~ • 
for all x,y E Sm 
( Note that {wE(~)1 w is of 
minimal length} contains (Q.) but is not in general equal to it 
Proof:Let z E Sm. ,If z = xy (x,y E Sm) with lex) + ley) = 
l(z) and l(YX) = ley) + lex) then we call yx a rotamer of 
-1 
Z'. Since yx = x xyx, all rotamers of z' are conjugates of 
z. gz = ~ and gyx = g~x thus if z' is any rotamer of 
Z then f(gz) = f(gz'). 
Let w = Fi Pi •• • F· (r = lew»~ be a reduced 
1 2 l.r 
expression for w. Theorem A2.7(i) ShOivS that all the 
elements of {i1 ,i2 , ••• ,ir } are distinct. Let {j1'·· .,jr} 
= {i1 ,·· .,ir } with j1 > j2 > •• • > jr and let 
Wi = p.'}l-j •• .Pj • Since Wi E <.~) it is sufficient to 
J1 2 r 
prove that Wi is a rotamer of w. 
We use induction on lew). By relation (A2.3) it is 
clear that w has a reduced expression in terms of 
{p-jl j E {i1,i2~ ••• ,ir }} either beginning or ending with 
Pj 1· Thus there exists cf E Sr with er( 1) = 1 such that 
say 
is a rotamer of w. By the inductive hypothesis P-j P-j ••• Fj 
2 3 r 
is a rotamer of v and as u. commutes with every element of 
. / J 1 
the set {Fj3' Fj4' :. 'Fjr} it is clear that Fj1·· .Fjr 
is a rotamer of w. 
We see from theorem A3.8 that the elements of the 
special transversal ~ UJ of S'A in Sn can be indexed 
1 2 n 
by the set of subsets of Z of order t: 
n 
A = { a 1 , a 2 , 
Zn".It = b 1 , 
••• ,at } with a 1 < a 2 ~ 
••• ,b
n
_t } with b1 ~ •• 
••• ~ at 
Abbreviate ~ to gA. 
A. 
.t t+1 •••• n-t ) 
.at b 1 •• • bn_t 
4-4-
• ~ b t n-
and 
then 
Using lemmas A2.?, A3.5 and corollary A3.6 we can readily 
prove 
LEMMA 4.2.3. 
Given j E Zn_1 and A C Zn with IAI = t 
(i) if j,j+1 E A then 
(1i) if j, j +1 E Zn" A then 
and W A 1 (j) E T 2 
(ii1) if j E A and j +1 E Zn" A then 
gjgA = g(~jWA) and fjwA E ~1~2 
(1v) if j E Zn' A and j+1 E A then 
gjgA = Ug(p-jw
A
) + (u-1 )gA and FjwA E ~1yJ2 
~ 
COROLLARY 4.2.4. 
Let 1 E Zn '(1} and s E Zn_iU {Ole Put % = (i+s 1-1+s ••• 
•• 1+s) = Pi-1+s~i-2+s ••• ~1+s E i C Sn (see below definition 
4.2.1). Let A C Zn with IAI = t, then 
~gA E Gn ' gA Gn unless 
either (i) 1+s, 2+s, ••• ,i+s E A when 
where v E ! C T1 
or (ii) 1+s, 2+s, ••• ,i+s E Zn' A. when 
~gA = gA~ where wE!. C T2 
or (1ii) There exists r E Zi_1 with 
1+s, 2+s, ••• ,r+s E Z 'A and r+1+s, r+2+s, ••• ,i+s E A when n 
gxgA = (u-1 )gA~ + q where v E i-r C T1, 
WE!: C T 2 and q ~ Gn gA Gn 
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Proof: 
Put x = xi • We use induction on i. The case i = 2 
follows immediately from lemma 4.2.2. Note that if p,p+1 
E: A then wA:1 (p+1) = wA:1 (p) + 1 and wA:1 (p), w:A1 (p+1) E: Zt. 
Similarly if z ,z+1 E: Zn' A then wA1 (z+1') = wA:1 (z) + 1 and 
w:A1(z), wi1 (z+1) E: Zn' Zt. These facts together with the 
equation ~ = lSu €Sx (i > 2) and lemma 4.2.3 are 
i i-1 +s i-1 
alearly sufficient to complete the proof. 
THEOREM 4.2.5. 
Let i E: Zn "'{1}. If exE: X(Gt ) and ~ E: X(Gn_t ) are 
subclass functions(see definition 4.2.1) and if x,y E: i C S 
- n 
then 
(see definition 2.2.11 and the notation below definition 
4.2.1) 
Note that <>1 = ex (go) and I}1 = l} (go)· 
Proof: 
Let A,B C Z with IAI = IBI = t. By lemma 3.2.4 n 
there exist unique elements ~x,B,A in Gn such that 
(4.2.7) €SxgA = ~ gB6x,B,A 
BCzn,IBI=t 
By lemmas 3.2.4 and 3.2.6(i) 
(0(0 ~) (€Sx) = i (ex .~) (Ox,A,A) 
Aczn,IAI=t 
Since x E: 1 C Sn' there exists: s E: Zn_iU to} with 
x = (i+s 1-1+s ••• 1+s). Using corollary 4.2.4 to evaluate 
4-b 
the algebra elements () A A. and counting the number of x, , 
sets A satisfying the various conditions it is clear 
that formula (4.2.6) is correct. Thus (ii) is proved. 
(i) follows from (ii) since the right hand side 
of (4.2.6) is independent of r. 
There is a sense in which we can 'multiply' together 
expressions of the type on the right hand side of equation 
(4.2).6) (see theorem 4.2.:.8(ii) and the ~xample below theorem 
4.2.12) to obtain a formula for (6< 01'f)~ where <S r- n. (see 
below d-efini tion 4.2.1). In order t-o be able to describe 
this 'multiplication' we introduce the following algebras 
and maps: 
B is the associative commutative free Q(u)-algebra 
n,t 
with Q(u)-basis {x(e,f) I e,f E: Z} multiplication given by 
x(e,f).x(s,r) = r(e+s-n,f+r-t) for all e,f,s,r E: Z. 
Let T = I SiS ..... m, m E: Z+} U, {< 0 >}. Define a 
a a;' a 
map from T to Z+' by b ~ ns where fol" S =' < 1 ,1 2 2.. .m IIl;> 
m 
n0 = E ia .• (n 1 = n = 0 ). 
o i=2 ~ < 1 > < 0 > 
Define a map from {f I f:Gn~ K is a subclass function} 
T (' a 1 a to {r I r:T ~ K} by f ~ f where for 0 = < 1 ••• m In;> 
~o if no > n fT(S) = r n-nS a 2 a 3 a fot if ns ~ n, where 0' = < 1 2 3 ••• m ~ 
and fT« 0 » = fO = f(go). 
~,t is the associative commutative free Bn,t-algebra 
with B t-basis TXT and multiplication given by n, 
(b1,82)(03,b4) = (b1b3'~2b4) for all ~1,b2,b3,b4 E: T 
b 1 b 2 > and 1:. = < 1 2 • • • > in T 
and b< 0 > = < 0 >S = ~. 
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Jf:B t~ Q (u) is the Q (u)-linear map defined by n, 
Jr : x{e,f) ~ (;) for all e',f E Z (see definition 2.2.11'). 
Given subclass functions 0< E X{Gt ) and ~ E X{Gn_t ' we 
define the map JrO{ ,~:- ~,t ~ K by 
JrO( 1).: eL Yo '((b,l:) ~ L J{yo -C)cxT{b)I\T{t) 
, ({o,f) , {O,"O' ( 
where (h,L) runs over any finite- subset of TXT and each 
y&,-C E Bn,t· 
Using the above definitions and notation we are 
able to state and prove 
THEOREM 4.2.8. 
For each i E Zn" {1} define. the element m(n,t,i) of 
lIT by 
-n,t 
m(n,t,l) = x{n-i,t-i){< i >,< 0 » 
i-1 
+ (u-1) k x{n-l,t-j)« j >,< i-j » 
j-1 
+ x{n-i,t) (< 0 >,< 1 » 
Let ~E X(Gt ) and ~ E X(Gn_t ) be subclass functions. 
(i) If Y E ! C Sn then (0< 0 tt) (~) = Jfo< '~ (m(n,t,i» 
(Ii) Let ~ = < ~1'~2' ••• ,Os>r- n with ~ f< 1~. 
Let r be the greatest integer such that ~r > 1'. Then if 
w E (~ 
(O<O~) (~) = cT 0< 'l} (m(n,t'~1) .m{n,t,02)··· .m{n,t'~r» 
(Note that the right hand side of this equation is 
independent of the choice of w in (~).) 
Proof: 
(i) This is a restatement of theorem 4.2.5. 
(iil) Immediate from definition 3.2.5{ii). 
(ii) Let z E S- be of minimal length in its class. n 
If ~i fi ••• fi is a reduced expression for z then 
1 2 s 
gz = gi gi •• ·gi and by theorem A2.7(i) l{i1,i2,·· .,isll 1 2 s 
= s. 
Let ¥A. = E gB ~ B A for all A C Z with IA\=t 
:OCZ , I B I =t v" n 
n 
and vESn , where 0v,B,A E Gn • (cf equation (4.2.7». 
By lemma 4.2.3 it is clear that 
(4.2.9) () A A = c:r A A6 A. A··· • 6u A A z" u." u. , , i ' , 1.1 1.2 . s 
for all A C Zn with IAI = t. 
Let w = c1c2 ••• cr be the decomposition of w into 
a product of disjoint cycles. We can assume that c j E ~j 
for each j in Zr. 
By equation (4.2.9) 
() A A = 6' A AO A A··· • .oc A A for all A CZn with w, , c 1 ', <:2" r' , 
IAI = t. 
Fix A ... By corollary 4.2.4 for each j E Zr 
o AA=P.(u)~~ 
cr', J j j 
where either Pj(U) = 0 or if Pj(u) ~ 0 then there exists 
i j E Z~j U {o I with v j E 1j C T1 and Xj E ~:i-i:; C T2, in 
which case Pj (u) = {' if i j = 0 or CSj 
(u-1) otherwise. 
~1~1·· ·~rgxr = ~1~2·· ·~rgx1·· ·~r 
and by the proof of corollary 4.2.4 it is eleqT that 
1(v1v2• •• Vr ) = 1(v1) + 1(v2) + ••• +l(vr ) and 
1(X1• •• xr ) = 1(x1) + •• • +l(xr )· 
~w A A = P1(U) ••• Pr(U)~ 
, , ~1 • • 
and v1 ••• vr E T1 , x1 ••• xr E T2• 
r 
Thus 
.~ 
If ~ i j ~ t let L be the partition of t who's parts j=1 
are i 1,i2P ••• ,ir'with as many '1's added as necessary. 
r 
Similarly if E (~j-i.) ~ n-t let ~ be the partition of j=1 J 
n-t who's parts are (~1-i1)' ••• '(~r-ir) with as many 
'1's added as is necessary. 
We have that I{A I~ A A = q(u)~ ~ , q(u) E Q(u), 
c j , , j j 
q(u) F 0, Vj E!j C T1, Xj E ~j-ij C T211 = (~:~j) j 
and if ~ = { A I ~w,A,A = q'(u)~, q'(u) E Q(u), q'(u) F 0, 
v E (1) C T1, x E (~) C T2 } then 
. n-~1-0'2-·· ·-~r I S I =- (t·· . ) 
-1.1-1.2-.. • -1.r 
Thus denoting I {j I j E: Zr' i j ~ 6 or OJ} I by m(t), 
= (n
t
-cs.1-·· ~r (u 1 )m(t) ~ tt E (ex. n) (c1"w A A·) .) - '""-I' € AES ~ " -1.1-.. 1.r ~ S 
= ~r(n-01,t-i1)·x(n-~2,t-i2)···· 
••• x(n-~r,t-ir» (u-1 )m(1:) o'! (-C)nT (~) 
(see the notation below definition 4.2.1 and theorem 4.2.5). 
(ex v n) (g ) = E (ex .n) (d"'w A A) thus clearly ( w ACZ
n
, I A I zt ' J 
from the above formula 
(0(" If) (~) = Jrcx ,~ (m(n, t Jo1 ) .m(n, t '~2) •• .m(n, t, ~r) ) •. 
~ 
COROLLARY 4.2.10. 
(i) The characters of Gn (n > 1) are subclass functions. 
(ii) Given f3 E: X(G
n
), ~ t- n and w of minimal length 
in (0) ,then ~(gw) = p~. 
(iii) Let <X E: X(Gt ), l} E: X(Gn_t ) and ~et ~ = < 01,°2, •• 
•• ,Os> I- n. J.ssume that ~ F < 1ll;> and let r be the greatest 
integer such that ~? 1. Then 
(4.2.11) (O<O~)~ = Jro<,~(m(n,t,01) ••••• m(nJtJ~r». 
Proof: 
(ii) follows from (i), lemma 4.2.2 and relations 
(2.1.4). 
(iii) follows from (1) and theorem 4.2.8(ii). 
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(i) The unit character jm of Gm (m E Z+) is a subclass 
function (see definition 4.1.3), thus the result follows from 
lem:nas ~6 (i:Q 3.2. 7(ii), 4.1.2 (iii), corollary 4.1.5 and 
theorem 4.2.8(ii).(Note the remark below theorem 4.2.8(ii». 
~ 
Let 'A = < "1' •• • ';"'s> ..... n with 0 <),s ~ ••• ~ 'A1• Let 
jo<E X(G~) for each j in Zs. Lemma 4.1.1 shows that we 
1 2 s can form the character 0< 0 0< 0.. R 0< of G
n
• In a way 
analogous to that used to prove theorem '4.2.5 we can find 
a formula for (1 ()( c •• • o Sex) i (i E Zn" {1 }). Since by 
corollary 3.2.7(ii) no 'new' information is gained we omit 
the proof and merely state the result 
THROREM 4.2.12. 
Using the above notation, 
1 s c(°1'~2'·· 
(0(0 ••• 0 O<)i=>: (u-1) ,'68 ' -1 1 2 ( CX)'6 (. o<)~ ••• 
1 2 
••• (s~)~ tn-i)! 
S(~1- 01)!·· .(~s-~s)! 
where the summation is over all ordered s-tuples {~~ ~ } 1 '°2'· e 'us 
s 
sueh that 0 ~ OJ ~ Aj for all j E Zs and j:1'6j = i. 
0( 0 1 ' •• , '6 sf = It j I j E Z s ' ~ j F O} I • 
Clearly an analogue of formula (4.2.1.1) must exist 
for (1 (Xo •• oSO<)1: (L r- n). 
THEOREM 4.2.13. 
tt(hw) E z[u] for all It E X(Gn ) and w E Sne 
Proof: 
By induction on n, it follows from lemma 3.2.7(ii), 
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lemma· 4.1.2(iii), corollary 4.1.5 and theorem 4.2.8 that 
~o E Z[u] for all ~ E X(Gn ) and ~ ~ n. In the notation 
of ~2.2 one readily finds from the remark below theorem 
2.2.8 that <f(w,b) E Z[uJ for all w E Sn and b E B. Thus' 
the result follows from corollary 4.2.10. 
EXAMPLE ILLUSTATING THEORID1 4.2.8. 
Let n = 5,1 = 3, 0 = < 2.2.1> , exE X(G3 ) and 
~ E X(G2). By theorems 4.2.5 and 4.2~8~ 
(cx o ~)2 = (§:~)~1J1 + (u-1) (§:~)()(1~1 + (532)~~2 
= Jro< '~ (m(5,3,2» 
. 2 ( ex 0 If) 0 = Jf ex , It ( (m ( 5 ,.3 , 2» ) 
(5-2-2) ()(5-2- 2) 
= 3-2-2 0« 2~ ~1 + u-'t 3-2-1 <>2~1 
( ) (5-2- 2) (1 ) 2 (5-2- 2) (1 ) (5-2- 2) + u-1 3-1-2 <>2~1 + u- 3-1-1 ~ 1f1 + u- 3':"1 ex, ~2 
(5-2-2) ()(5-2-2) (5-2- 2) + 3 -2 ~~2 + u-1 3 -1 '1~2 + 3 ~~ 2~ 
== (u-1 )<>2~1 + <>2~2 + (u-1 )02tt1 + (u-1 )2~tt1 + ~rr2 
2 . . 
= 2 {u-1 )<l2~1 + 2~tt2 + (u-1) ~~1 
§4.3 (6,b,{)-RECTANGLES. 
Let n E Z+ and t E Zn_1. BY equation (4.2.11) and 
lemma 3.2.6(ii) we see that given ~ r- n there exist 
elements e{~,8'L) of Q(u) (b ~ t, t r- n-t) such that 
(o<o~)~ = ~t e(o,&,l')o<S~'( 
1:\-n-t 
ex E X(Gt ) and ~ E X(Gn_t ). 
for all 
Corollary 4.3.9 gives a formula for e(~,S,L). 
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LEMJ.'[A 4 • 3. 2 • 
The coefficients e(~,S'L) are uniqufrly determined 
by equation (4.3.1). 
Proof:-
Let { exal at- t} and { ~bl b ~ n-tl be the sets 
of all irreducible G~ and G
n
_t characters respectively. 
Fix: ~ I-- n and de:fine the following three matrices: 
M1 = {{O< a)S fa,s a,S I- t 
~ = { {~b)L}r,b '(, b I-- n-t 
~ = { (o< ao ~ b) ~ } a, b a r- t, b \- n-t. 
By theorem 2.1.2 M1 and ~ are invertibIe. Equation (4.3.1) 
shows that e{~,8,{) is the {S,{)th entry of M11~M21. 
* 
(i) A {6,b,t)-rectangle is a (t+1)x{n-t+1) array 
of non-negativ~ integers, say r ij in the (i,j)th position 
( 1 E {O,1, •• tI, j E {o,r, •• n-t}) such that 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
n-t 
E r. j = b1 j=O ~ 
t 
>: r ij = L j 1=0 
b 
E r 
a=O a b-a 
(d) roo = 0 
for i E {1,2, •• t} 
for j E {1,2, •• (n-t)} 
= 6'b for b E {1,2, •• n} 
(il) The (6,O,'()-rectangle 1R with entries r ij 
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has sum 
t n-t 
s( 1R ) = ~' ~ r ij 1-,1 j=1 
and for each a E Zn it has a-value 
lRa 
<fa 
= I I 
• r oa·r1 a-1· •• • rao· 
REMARK. 
Given <f t-- n, S ~ t and L. r- n~t. there may exist none, 
one or more (o,ot)-rectangles. 
DEFINITION 4.3.4. 
Let m E Z+ and d E Zm_1. A (d+1 ) x (m-d+1 ) array of 
elements of Z is called an (m,d)-rectangla if it is a 
(~, ~,)-rectangle for some (3 t- m, ~ r- d and f I- m-d. 
DEFINITION 4.3.5. 
Let m E Z+" d E Zm_1 and 0 = < ~1'." . 'P? with 
o < rr ~ .. ~ ~ 1 • 
A' d-cutting 1 of (3 (denoted by 1(d)P) is an ordered 
pair of ordered r-tuples ({ z1 ,.. , zr} , (y 1 ' •• ,y r}) of non-
negative integers such that 
r 
~'z = d: 
i=1 i 
LEMIvlA 4.3.6. 
Given m E Z+ and d E Zm_1 there exIsts a surj'ection 
tmd ~ I b\ (d)]1 , r I- m} 
~ 
{ 1R IlR is an {m,d)-rectangle} given by: 
IfJ is as given in definition 4.3.5, then t
m
(3) is the 
S4-
(~,z,y)-rectangle with entries q1j = I {x E zrl zx=i, yx=j} I 
for all (1,j) E {O,1, •• ,d}x{O,1, •• ,m-d} ,,{(O,O)}, qoo = O. 
z- is the partition of d whose parts are z1 ,z2' •• ,zr and 
y- is the partition of m-d whose parts are Y1'Y2'·· 'Yr. 
Proof: 
That {qij I (i,j) E {O, •• ,d}x{O, •• ,m-d}} is an (m,d)-
rectangle is readily proved by checking that conditions 
(i)(a),(b),(c)and (d) of definition 4.3.3 hold. 
Leir A = < /..1 ' •• , Ai> t- m ('Ai> 0), ~ ~ d ~ f r- m-d and let 
~ be a (~,~,j)-rectangle with entries r ij • For v E Zm let 
x 
Xv ~e the number of i E Zf with 'Ai = v ( so that A = < 1 1 •• 
•• m ~ ). By definition 4.3.3(i)(c) 
v 
E ra v-a = ~ for each v E Zm. Thus it is 
a=O 
clear that there exists a d-cutting X = ({d1 , •• ,df }x{b1, •• 
•• ,bf }) of A such that for each T E Zm and a E ZvU{O} there 
are precisely ra v-a values of i E Zf with di = v and 
di + bi = v. Cle~rly t m( ~) = 1R, showing. that tm is a 
surjection. 
LEMMA 4. 3. 7. 
Let ]K be an (m,d)-rectangle (d E Zm_1) then 
m I f31 1(d)~ for some r:A.- m, t (:1) = 1R } I = E lR 1-' I .... · m J a=1 a 
(see definition 4.3.3(ii». 
Proof: 
Immediate for the part of the proof of lemma 4.3.6 
which shows that tm is surjective. 
THEOREM 4.3.8. 
Let ex€ X(Gt ), ~ € X(Gn_t ) and (S I- n then 
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(O<·~)lI ~ bE ( L: (u - 1') sCIR) art lR a ) ex ~ ~r 
lr-n-tlR is (<S'b,~-rectangl& 
(see definition 4.3.3(ii». 
Proof: 
If 0 = < 1 ~ the result is readily checked. 
Let ~ = < °1,°2, •• ,Os> F < 1~ I- n and r be the greatest 
integer such that ~r > 1. 
For each b E Zr choose a term, say Vb' of m(n,t'~b) 
(see theorem 4.2.8). So 
Vb = Pbx(n-~b,t-zb)« zb>'< ~b-zb» 
for some zb E Zcs vlot and P'b E Q(u). 
b 
r r 
Let k zb = d • We note that k ~b-zb = n-d-(s-r) • 
b=1 b=1 
Let Z and y be the partitions of d and n-d-(s-r) with parts 
Z"t,Z2'·· ,zr and ~1-z1' •• '~r-zr respectively. Thus 
V1 V2•• • Vr = P1 P2·· .Prx (n-(S1-·· ·-~r,t-z1-·· .zr) (<Z>,<¥» 
=P1·· .Pr(~:~)« Z >,< Y » 
Define 
SV
1 
••• Vr = fl = ({a1 ,a2,·· .,as },{b1,·· ,bs~ 
:r(t)(S, ai=zi for all i E zrl 
Clearly Isv V I = (ts--dr ) 1·· • r and if for each b E Z r 
Ub is a term of m(n,t'~b) then S V nSF 0 V1•• • r u1•• .ur r 
if and only if Vb = Ub for all b E Zr. 
Let J\ = ({d1 , •• ,ds },{i1 , •• ,is})(t)<S. For each 
b E Zr put Yb = qbx(n-(Sb,t-db )« db>,< i b» where 
{ 
1 if db = 0 or if ib = 0 
qb = (u-1) otherwise 
Yb is a term of m(n,t'~b) and clearly K E R-
-Y1·· .Yr • 
Thus { 3 I j (t) ~ 1 is ectual t:o the disj oint union: 
Sb 
u S 
-v1•• .Vr 
where the union runs over all 
possible choices of Vb for each b E Zr. 
Let'J = ({a1 ,·· , as l,{b1,·· ,bs }) E Sv1 •• Vr and 
let a and b be the partitions of t and n-t with parts 
a 1 , •• ,as and b1 , •• ,bs respectivecly. By lemma 4.3.6 it 
is clear that 
Hence 
1 
(s-r) t-d-
s(tn (3)) s r T T Jro< ,~(V1.· .Vr ) = (u-1) (t:d)CX (a)~ (b) 
Jo< ,~(m(n,t'~1)m(n,t'~2)·· .m(n,t~~r») -
( L (u _ 1) s (tn (j) '<~:::~)ot (a)~T (b) 
'1 = ({ a 1 ,. , ts l , { b 1 ,. , b s }) (t) ~ 
,,,here a and b are the partitions with parts a 1 ,. ,as and 
b1,. ,bs respectively. 
Thus by lemmas 4.3.6 and 4.3.7, we see that 
Jro< '~ (m(n,t,01)·· .m(n,t'~r» = 
bE (~ (u - 1 j s(lR) aItlRa ) ex b ~t 
t~n-t-
,,,here the second sum is over all nS,o,"()-rectangles. 
Equation (4.2.11) now shows that the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 4.3.9. 
Let e(~,8'L) be defined by equation (4.3.1) (see 
lemma4.3.2) then 
e(~,b,'() = 
\' s(lR) n 
L(u-1) 1TlR lR a=1 a 
(~,b,-C)-rectangle 1R is 
Proof: 
Immediate from theorem 4.3.8. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CHARACTERISTICS. 
In this chapter a formula is derived for the values 
of the irreducible characters of G
n 
in terms of the values 
of the irreducible characters of Sn. (see theorem 5.3.9). 
~5.1 THE ALGEBRA F. 
DEFINITION 5.1.1. 
Let m E Z+. The function f ~ Ipl from Sm to Z+ 
is defined as follows: 
P1 P2 P n If p = < 1 2 •• .m ~ then I p I = k p. 
i 1 1. 
DEFINITION 5.1.2. 
F is the graded K-algebra, F1 $ F2 $.... ~~m 
where FIn" is the K-space the K-basis f xb I 'f, ~ ml and 
multiplication is given by: 
If h r- m and t.- d (m,d: E Z+) then 
X('x..- = k e (6,0, "C)x6 o l ol-m+d 
(recall that e(o,b,t) is defined by equation (4.3.1). See 
lemma 4.3.2). 
NOTATION. We will abbreviate r< T> to xr for all r E Z+. 
DEFINITION 5.1.4. 
Let m E Z+ and ~ E X(Gm). The following element of Fm 
¢n = E ~~6 is the F-characteristic of n. ( cft-m l 
, 
(recall that ~cf= 1(~) for any w E (~). See definition 
~S<, 
4.2.1 and below). 
THEOREIvl 5.1.5. 
Proof: 
(i) F is commutative. 
(ii) F is associative. 
(iii) If ~E X(Gm) and ~ E X(Gd) (m,d E Z+) then 
¢<xo ~ = ¢cx ~~ 
(i) Using the notation of definition 5.1.2: if ]< 
is a (6,b,--C)-rectangle then its transpose lRt is clearly 
a (0, L, b) -rectangle. Further s elR) = s (1R t) and for all 
a E Zm+.d (fR)a = (lRt)a (see definition 4.3.3). Thus 
corollaxy 4.3.9 shows that F is commutative. 
(iii) ¢cx 0' = 6.!mJo<o~) 6x6 
= ~ ~ e( 6, h,t) ()«'IkX6 6.....-m+d &~m 0 (l 
-O--d by equation (4.3.1) 
= b~m ()(SrrrXS~ 
1)-d 
=¢()(¢l} 
by equation (5.1.3) 
(ii) By (iii) and lemma 3.2.7{ii), if ~E X(G
r
) 
(r E Z+) then 
(¢!cx¢~)¢~ = ¢0<"1.¢~= ¢(o<o~)o~ = ¢CX o (zr"~) = ¢CX¢It°~ 
= ¢O< (¢~¢!) 
From which equation and theorem 2.1.2 the associativite 
of F can be readily proved. 
LEI1rw1A. 5. 1. 6 • 
6 6 
Let 6 = < 1 1 •• 10m ~ ~ m (m E Z+) and let 
Z(6) = fj 
(5.1.7) 
E z+1 OJ F o}. Then for each d E Z+ 
x6xd.= (6d+1 )xp (d)+(u-1) I: (6d+J·+1)x-I 0 j E:Z ( 6) P j ( d) 
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where 
and 
61 6j-1 <Sd . +1 P j (d) = < 1 ••• j ••• (d +j ) +J •• > I- mid 
for all j E Z(6). 
Note that Ipo(d) 1 = 16"1 + 1 and that Ipj(d) 1 = 161 for all 
j E Z(6). 
Proof': 
We use corollary 4.3.9. If- ~ I- mid and a (0,6,< d»-
rectangle exists then 0 = fo(d) or Pj(d) for some j E Z(6"). 
For each of these values for ~ there exists a unique 
rectangle:: 
000 •• .0 1 
cr10 • • .0 620 • • • • 
• 
• 0 
• • 
°mO • • • 0 is the (Po(d),if,< d »-rectangle • 
000 ••• 0 0 
cr1? .. .0 
• • 
•• 0 • 
• 0 0 6 j _ 1 ••• 0 1 
: 0 0 
.: 0 .: 
6mO •• .0 0 is the (pj(d),o,< d »-rectangle. 
(j E Z (6» • 
LEMMA 5.1.8. 
Let (3 = < 1~1 •• • irA:> 0- m (m € z+l 
such that 
(i) 
(ii) 
There exist unique elements 'Ap in K (p I- m) 
Proof: 
(i) Immediate as F is a graded algebra. 
(ii) We use induction on Inl. Let r be the greatest 
1-' (j 02 (3 -1 
integer such that (3r f: O. Let 0- = < 1 12 ...r r •• > I- m-r~ 
By (i) there exist elements "'IT in K (lfr- m-r) with 
By the inductive hypothesis 
{ IT 1 'An F 0, 161 " IlTl} = {6} 
so the result now follows from lemma 5.1.6, since in the 
notation of that lemma ~ = Po (r-). 
NOTATION. 
6. 6 
Let m E Z+ and 0- = < 1 1 ••• m 1D;> ..- m, then we denote 
the follovling element 
THEOREM 5.1.9. 
6" by x • 
(i) xr r E z+l is a set of free generators for 
F. 
Proof: 
(i) In the notation of lemma 5.1.8 and below 
X(3 = ~/ xf3 - ...: m'A pXp J 
Ip1 < Ipl 
Thus induction Oft Ipl shows that the given set generate ~. 
Suppose that k 0n~ = 0 where ~ runs over a finite 
non-empty set 'f of partitions. Let p E { 0 I oE T, ITiI ~ 161 
for all nET}, then it is clear by I~ 5.1.8 that ~p 
Hence 0IT = 0 for all IT E T. 
(ii) Immediate from (i) and its proof. 
t I 
= o. 
THE MATRIX V • 
n 
NOTATION. Fix n E Z+. let Tn = { ~j I j E JF be the set 
of all partitione of n (~ some indexing set) indexed in 
such a; way that i < j implies that I O"i I ~ 16 j I. 
By theorem 5.1.9(ii) there exist elements vij of K 
(i,j E J) such that: 
O""i (5.2.1:) x = E v .. x.< jEJ ~J Vj for all i E J. 
DEFINITION 5.2.2. 
Vn is the (\J\x\J\)-matr1x with (i j)th entry v ij • 
(Appendix 8 gives V2,V3 and V4 explicitly). 
DEFINITION 5.2.3. 
Let (3 = < (31 ,.. 'Pt> ,'lith 0 < Pt E;;.. .~ (31 and 
f = < f1'·· 'Fs> with 0 < Ps E;; •• • ~f1 be elements of Tn· 
Then 
(i) ~ is the relation defined on T as follows: 
___ n 
r~ P if and only if there exist subsets I j of Zt (j E Zs) 
satisfying 
(a) 
(b) 
(0) 
IjnIi = P for all i,j E Zs with i ~ j. 
U 1j = Zt jEZs 
Pj = ~I (3r for all j E Zs· 
j 
(ii) N(P'p) is the number of sets fIj I j E zsl 
of subsets of Zt satisfying conditions (i) (a)~(b) and (c). 
We have immediately the following two lemmas 
LEMI-'IA 5.2.4. 
Let r,p E Tn. If0~ P then I~I ~ Ipl with equality 
if and only if p = p. 
Gl 
REMARK. Lemma 5.2.4 shows that 
LEr·fMA 5. 2. 5 • 
Let (3 and f be as in definition 5.2.3. Fix r E Zt. 
For each z in Z with P ~ f2 define 1\ to be the partition 8 ~ IJr z 
of n-Pr with the same parts as p except that fz is replaced 
by pz:-(3r. Let p I be the partition of n-Pr with the same 
parts as (3 except that (5 r is omitted. Then 
N(fJ.,p) = E N(fi
'
,7t )m r zEZ ,- z z 
s 
Pz~f3r 
where mz = I {i liE Zs' Pi = Pz} I. 
THEORErol 5.2.6. \0: 1-\6".\ (i) v .. = N( c>. ,0.) (u-1 ) ~ J ~J ~ J 
(ii) Vii ~ 0i1!6i2!··· .0in1 0'1 0in where 0i = < 1 ~ •• .n -> 
(iii) Vn is upper triangular, i.e. v ij = 0 if i > j. 
(see the ordering of the partitions of n given at the 
beginning of this section.) 
Proof: 
(iii) Immediate from (i) and the remark below lemma 
5.2.4. 
(ii) Immediate from (i) and definition 5.2.3(ii). 
(i) Let p and f be as in definition 5.2.3 then it 
is sufficient to show that ~~,p = N(P,p)(U-l)IPI-lpl where 
x (3 = E 'A(3 <1'(5' (?-"n. 6 E:. K ) 
6r-n ' ~, 
We use induction on \Pl. In the notation of lemma 
5.2.5: By theorem 5.1.5(i) x(3= xf3 l xPr • So if 
pI _ 
x - ~ 'A (31[X-C then 'A()"o is the coefficient 
t~n-t3r. r , 
b3 
of x in E ~ x x which by equation (5.1.7) is the 
P ... (3 Ie L t-n~(3r r 
coefficient of xp in J; 'An.' IT. x7\ xf3 
zEZst-' z z r 
Pz~r 
Thus by the inductive hypothesis and equation (5.1.7) 
where ~ _ {O if fz > Pr 
oz' r -
. 1 if fz = Pr 
by lemma 5.2.5. 
NOTATION. 
Fix n E Z+. Let { If 0( I 00- nJ be the set of all 
irreduci ble charact ers of G
n 
over K and t xO< I 0< ~n} be 
the set of all irreducible characters of S over C. (see 
.n 
the introduction to Part II). By theorem 1.4.5(ii) we can 
assume that X~(w) = f1(~~(gw)) for all wE W, where f1 is 
the specialisation of K with f 1(u) = 1 which is shown to 
exist by lemma 1.4.2(1i). 
6'j'1 6 j2 (). Let "n ={ <1j = < 1 2 ...n J~ I j E J} be the set 
of all partitions of n, indexed in such a way that 1 < j 
implies that I()i l ~ 16jl for all i,j E J.(see definition 
5.1.1). 
Define two (IJlxIJI)-matrices as follows: 
~ is the matrix with (i j) th entry (~Oi) 6 .• 
J (see corollary 4.2.10(i) and the notation below definition 
4.2.1). 
@n is the matrix with (i j) th entry eij 
defined by the e~Uations 
G4-
6" ¢ 61 = ~ e.jx j for all i E J. (see definition ~ jEJ 1 
5.1.4 and theorem 5.1.9(ii». Appendix 8 gives 9 2,83 and (0 4 explicitly. 
DEFINITION 5.3.1;. 61 6" 
let <f = < 1 ...n ~ t- n. The polynomial of 6" is 
6"2 2 ~ n-1 n-2 6n p(cf) = (u+1) (u +u+1) ••••• (u +u + ••• +1) 
NOTATION. 
'A 1 A2' Letm,dEZ+.If~=<1 2 ••• >I-mand 
L1 L2 t = < 1 2 ••• > to- d then we' denote the partition 
'A 1 + r 1 'A 2 +1:2 
< 1 2 • • • > of m+d by ~ + L • 
We have, immediately 
I.EI1MA. 5. 3 • 2 • 
Let m,d E Z+' 'A l-- m and L. f- d. 
(i) p(~+"C) = p(A)p(t) 
(ii) I~+LI = 1/\ I + It I 
LEMMA 5.3.3'. 
(i) 
(ii) 
for all i,j EJ. 
Proof": 
(i) , 6"i E (~ ) cf" Xc:( = ¢ 6i by definition 5.1.4 
jEd j J If 0" 
r 
= L e. X 
rEJ 1r 
= E E eirv .rA" by equation (5.2.1) jEJ rE~ rJ Uj 
(ii) Let Y be the graded C-algebra E~ where Y is the 
m>-1 m m 
, --
b5 
C-space with C-ba~is { YS I b ~ m} and multiplication is 
given by: 
For b t- m and -C.- d (m,d E Z+) 
YrY..,. = ~ :f1(e(o,S,1»Y6" o L.. 61--m+d 
(Note that e(6",b, t) is defined by equation (4.3.1'». 
Clearly f1 can be extended to a ring homomorphism 
:f1 :FD~ Y where FD = { l:ArXc I 'Ac E KD ' b runs over any 
1 1 bOo 0 1 
finita set of partitions} (see §1.4) by 
f11 : ~'AbX& ~ ~:r1 ("S )yS 
61 6.: 
Let 6 = < 1 ••• m ~ r- m (m EZ+). By equation (5.1.7) 
y 6"1< t > = (ot~1)Y o-K t > for all t E Z+. Thus if we denote 
b1 bm & b1, 'b (Y< 1 ~ ••• (Y< m » by Y for any S = < 1 ...m ~ I- m, 
(5.3.4) yb = b1.b2 ••• _bm-yS 
6 j 6. Sl.nce ¢ 6i = E 6ijx = E (n ~) 6" x6' we have that ~ jEJ jEJ l. j. j 
6. 6. 
J
.El:Jf1 ,(61j )y J = E (X ~) 6 Y 6" jEJ j j 
So by equation (5.3.4) 
6"i , I 
:f1 (6ij ) = (X )6" /6""1--· -6".J"n-j J 
To prove the main result in this section - theorem 
5.3.9 - we need the following identity in the terms N(P,p) 
6. 6" 
Let p = < f1 •• 'Ps> and 6" = < 1 1.. .n ~ be elements 
of Tn. Denote the partition < P2' .. 'Ps> of n-P1 by pi, then 
~.L .. ~! 
bb 
1:1 1: A '). n-p1 
where L = < 1 •• • P1 P1> and ~ = < 1 1 •• • (n-P1 ) > 
Proof: 
a 1 a Let a = < 1 ••• m ~ and b = < b 1 ,b2 , ••• ,bt > be 
partitions of m (m EZ+). Define 
S~ = { {b1 , b2 , •• ,btl I hj' \- b j for 
all j E Zt' b1+b2+ •• • +bt = a} and put M(a,b) = lsi. Clearly 
N (a, b) = M (a, b ) a 1 ! .. · a'nJ >: b I 8 1 1 6 8 {61,· ,St}ES 11 • 12·· .821 1 ••• St1 J•• 
C' r1 r2 where or = < 1 2 •• > for all r E Zt and if b l = < b2• .bt :::: 
then 
M(a,b) = E M(b,<b1»M(~,b') b .--b1 1 r-m-b1 
h+~ = a 
Equation (5.3.6) can now readily be derived. 
(x<n»6 p(6 ) 
= j j 
6' I L" I· 6'1' d'j j1··· .ujn• 1 J ••• n, n 
Proof": 
With the given ordering of the partitions we have 
6'IJI = < n > and by corollary 4.1.5 zt6'IJI = jn the unit 
character of Gn • (see definition 4.1.3). 
Thus by lemma 5.3.3(ii) and the fact that V is n 
non-singular it is sufficient to show that 
(X<zl» 6' P (6j ) 
E j v - (j) for all i E J. jEJ l • <Jj1 O"jn ji - n c5i 0j1 •••• Ojn. 'Ii ••• n 
or equivalently (by theorem A2.7(ii) and lemma 
4.1.2(ii) ) that 
peer) N(<J,p) (u-1) l<fl-Ipl 
= un- 1pl E 
,.r. A""I ..... 1 61 vt--n v1 ••••• vn • 1 •• .ndil 
for all P E Tn 
6.1 6: 
where 6" = < 1 •• ,.n:rl.;> 
bl 
We use induction on n: 
By equation (5.3.61 and lemma 5.3.2 
p(6) N(cr,p) (u_1)1 6 1-lpl 
}; 01 (fn 
6...- n 611.. . 6"n! 1 ••• n 
= 
ILI-I<p >1 I~"-Ipl 1 p(L)N(~'<P1»(u-1) 1 p(A)N(A,pl) (u-1) 
l: • 'A 1. ~ P -< I/"I "'( 1; -'( p 1 1\ I 1\ I • 1 '>. n -p 1 1 l-1. •• • L • 1 ••• P1 1\1 •• ·"n_ll· 1 • .(n-P1) . 
')., ..... n-P1 P1 '-1 
By the inductive hypothesis 
and 
LEMMA 5.3.8. 
Proof': 
By lemma 5.3.3(i1) it is suf'f'1cient to show that 
6ij = Q1jP(6j ) f'or some .q1j E Q. 
Lemmas 4.1.2(i11), 3.2.7(11) and corollary 4.1.5 
show that ¢ 6"1 is a linear combination over Z of' 
If 
characteristics of' the type ¢o< 0 ~ where ()(. E X(Gt ) and 
~ E X(Gn_t ) f'or some t E Zn_1 and of' ¢ 6 1JI (note that II 
6 1J1 = < n ». Th~s by lemma 5.3.7 it is suf'f'1c1ent to 
prove that if ¢ 0<" l} = ($}:.n e ex 0 ~ 6x6 then eo< <> tt ($ = 
q 6P (O) for some q _€ Q. O<~~ O<,,~ v 
We use induction on n: 
By the inductive hypothesis 
¢ = ~ q -cp("'()x"'C and ¢ = ~ ~~p(8)xS 
ex -C I-t ex ~ S....-n-t ·(0 
for some 40<1: ,q~8 € Q. 
By theorem 5.1.5(iii) 
Thus 
We are now able to state and prove a theorem which 
gives a complete solution to 'Part 2' (see below lemma 2.1.5) 
of the problem of evaluating the irreducible characters of 
Gover K in terms of the values of the irreducible n . 
characters of Sn over C. 
THEOREM 5.3.9. 
for all i,j E J. 
Proof: 
Immediate from lemmas 5.3.3(1), 5.3.7 and theorem 
5.2.6(i). 
, 
The notation used to state theorem 5.3.9 can be found 
b1 
in theorem 4.1.4, corollary 4.1.5 and definitions 5.3.1 (and 
above), 5.2.3(ii) and 5.1.1. 
REMARK. 
Theorem 5.3.9 and the remark below theorem 2.2.8 
enable one to calculate the vaIue of If"(~) for any irreducible 
character ~ of Gn and any element w of Sn' provided that 
the values of the irreducible characters of Sn over Care 
known. 
Appendix 6 gives the values of ~~for all irreducible 
characters ~ of Gn and all partitions 6 of n for n E Z6. 
Appendix 5 gives the values of ~(gw) for all irreducible 
characters ~ of Gn and all elements w of Sn for n E Z4 
Appendix 8 gives (implicitly) the values of N(P,p) 
for all partitions ~,p of 2,3 and 4.{see theorem 5.2.6(i». 
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APPENDIX 1 
AN EXAMPLE OF THE LINEAR DEPENDENCE OF CHARACTER VALUES. 
(see the remark below theorem 2.2.8). 
Let W be of type B3 (see [4, chapter 3J). Thus 
W ~ (a,g,dl a 2 = g2 = d2 = (ag)3 = (gd)4 = (ad)2 = 1W) 
~"e will identify'" with this group. Let c(a) == c(g) == 
c(d) = 1 where c is the function from W to Z+ described 
in Corollary 1.1.6. 
The corresponding generic Heeke elgebra H{K,u) is 
thus generated as a K-algebra with identity h1 by 
tha,hg,hd} with the followoing defining relations; 
(A .1.1) 
(A.1.2) 
(A.1.3) 
(A.1.4) 
2 hx == uh1 + (u-1)hx for all xE{e,g,d} 
hah h = h h h gag a g 
hghdhghd = hdhghdlig 
hahd = hdha 
Also for any w E VI we have 
(A.1. S) 
is 8ny reduced expression for w.(r1, ••• ,rf € {a,g,d}). 
Let ? belong to X(H(K,u» then 
,(hagdgag) == ~(hagdaga) by (A.1.2) 
= ~(h2.he:d£lgha ) by (A.1.S) 
== (hgdagh ;) by- equations 
== ~(hgd8.g) + (u-1 )~(hgd ) aga 
(A.o1.1) 
and 
Thus 
In the same manner we find that 
~(hgdag) = ~(hda) + (-1)~(hdag) 
~(hgdaga) = ~(hdag) + (U-1)~(lidgag) 
~(hdgag) = ~(hdg) + (U-1)~(hd8.g) 
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(2. 1 • 4) 
by 
1(hagdgag) = U2~(hda) + (u-1 }uI(hdg) + (u-1) (u2 +1 )y(hdag) 
We note (without proof) that a set of class represent-
atives of v1 consisting of elements of minimal length in 
their conjugacy classes C2n be chosen such that tda,dg,dag} 
is a subset of it. 
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APPENDIX 2 
THE SY~RIC GROUP 
The symmetric group S on n symbols is the set of 
n 
all permutations of the elements of Zn with composition 
given by 
«3<1' )(i) = P(cr(i)) for all(3,c:JE S'n and i E Zn. 
It is well known that each conjugacy class of Sn 
is the set of all elements of S· of a fixed cycle-type. 
n cx,~ oc 
Denote the class of elements of cycle-type 1 2 ••• n n 
by (0<) where <X is the partition <1 ex, 2 ~.. .n cx~ of n 
(see lemma 4.1.1). 
THEOREM A2.1. 
Sn is a Coxeter group. {P-i.= (i i+1)\ i E Zn_1} is 
a set of distinguished generators and the following are 
defining relations for this set of generators. 
(A2.2) 
(A2.3) 
(A2.4) 
2 r )1i = Sn 
JIjJlj = )ljJli 
for all i E Z 
n-1 
for all i,j E Zn_1 with i+2~j. 
for all i E Z 2. 
n-
Note that (A2.3) and (A2.4) can be expressed in the more 
usual froms; (~iJIj)2 = 1S and (~iJ1i+1)3 = 1S • 
n n 
Proof: 
It is well known that Sn is generated by the set 
{JIi l i E Zn_1}. Thus it is sufficient to show that the 
group Un = (a1,a2 , •• '~-1 I ai = 1,(ai a j )2= 1 for all 
i, j E Zn_1' (ai a i +1 ) 3= 1 for all i E Zn_2) has order less 
\ than or equal to n •• The set {a.ai +1 ••• a 1U 1} U {U 1} 1 n- n- n-
is closed under left multiplication by elements of U , 
n 
thus the result can be readily proved using induction 
74-
on n. 
LErvTIvIA A2. 5. 
All the distinguished generators of Sn are conjugate 
COROLLARY A2.6. 
If {c liE Z 1} is an indexing system for Sn (see fi n-
definition 1.1.8) then Cu = c for all i,j E Z 1. ri Pj n-
* Our main result in this appendix is 
THEOREM A2. 7. 
(i) An element p in Sn is of minimal length in its 
conjugacy class if and only if in any reduced expression 
for peach)lj (j E Zn_1) appears at most once. 
(ii) The minimal length of an element of the conjugacy 
class (ex) is n - \0< I. (see defin:1tion.5.1.1). 
Proof: 
Let p E (ex). Let p have a reduced expression in 
terms of the elements of {pjl j E J C Zn_1}. Define an 
equivalence relation T on J by 
iTj if and only if either {i,i+1, ••• ,j} C J,(i < j) 
or {i,i-1, ••• ,j} C J, (i ~ j). 
and denote the equivalence classes with respect to this 
relation by J 1,J2 ,·. ,Jt . 
Since for i E J r and j E J s ' )lifj = )lj)li provided 
that r ~ s, we can write the reduced expression of p in 
the form 
~1~2 •• ·~t where ~r is a product of elements 
of {Pi l i E J r }, (r E Zt). 
Clearly ~r moves at most IJrl+1 symbols {i.e. has 
7S 
at least n-IJrl-1 fixed symbols). Thus if p moves A points 
t t 
~ ~ ~ (I J r l+1) ~ E IJrl + t = IJ\+-t 
r=1 r=1 
Clearly t is less than or equal to the number of non-1-
~ D2 0< 
cycles of p which equals 10< I - ex" where ()( = <1 2 •• .n~. 
Also \J\ ~ l{p). So 
A ~ I (p) + 10< 1 - <><t 
But A= n - cx" thus n - 10< 1 ~ l(p) with equality 
only if \J\ = l(p) i.e. each u j appe~s at most once in 
the reduced expression for p. 
(ii) and the 'only ift part of (i) now follow since 
~ in (0<) given by 
h = (1) (2) •• • (ex, ) (~+1 ~ +2) •• • (~+2<>2-1 <><t +2<>2) •••• 
has ~ength <>2+2~+.. • +(n-1 ) Dh = n - 10< I. 
The proof is completed by showing that the product 
JI ui taken in any order is a (IJrl+1)- cycle. 
r 
Clearly it is sufficient to prove 
n-1 IT u6 ( j) is an n-cycle for any er in Sn_1. J=1 
(A2.8) 
We proceed by induction on n. 
n-2 n-2 
Let Po = Tf Jler( j ) , P 1 = IT 116'( j ) j=1 J=1 I 
6( j )<6(n-1 ) 
n-2 
and P2 = 11 ?-6(j) 
6( j }>6(n-1 ) 
Clearly Po = P1P2 and by the inductive hypothesis P1 is 
a er(n-1 )-cycle containing the symbol c:f(n-1) and P2 is 
an (n-6(n-1))-cycle containing the symbol 6(n-1)+1. 
Since f= PoFer(n-1)' p is- an n-cycle and (A2.8) is proved. 
* The length function on Sn can be evaluated USing 
the following result 
LEMI-1A. A2. 9. 
Let ..n ) c S P ~ n· .• n 
lb 
Put mi = I { j I j < i, 0 j > 0 i} I 
n 
Proof: 
l(p) = E m. 
i=1 l. 
for each i E Z • Then 
n 
Sn is isomorphic to the Weyl group of type An_1 
(see [4, page 124]). Using [4, lemma 2.2.1 and theorem 
2.2.2] one can show that 
if Pi < Pi+1 t l(p) + 1 I(Pfi) = l(p) - 1 if Pi > Pi+1 
The lemma now follows by induction on l(p). 
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APPENDIX 3 
SPECIAL TRANSVERSALS IN COXETER GROUPS. 
Let (W,R) be a Coxeter system ( see definition 1.1.1). 
DEFINITION A3.1. 
Let J C R. The subgroup WJ -= (rl r E J) is the 
parabolic subgroup of W associated withJ. 
LEMlo1A A3.2. 
(WJ,J) is aCoxeter system for each J C R. 
Proof: [2, chapter 4, ~ 1, theorem 2 ( i)] • 
THEOREM A3.3. 
Let J C R. In each left coset of Wd' in W there exists 
a unique element of minimal length. Further if d is such 
an element then -
l(dw) = led) + 1(w) for all W E WJ • 
Proof: 
It is sufficient to prove that l(dw) = led) + lew) 
for all w E WJ , since this clearly implies that d is the 
unique element of minimal length in dWJ • 
We use induction on lew). Let w E WJ ' r E R and 
assume that l(dw) = led) + lew) and l(wr) = lew) + 1. 
Suppose that l(dwr) I: led) + l(wr). By lemma 1.1.4, 
l(dwr) = l(dw) - 1 and by the 'Exchange condition' (see 
[ ,chapter4, §1.5]) 
either dwr = aw' where w' E WJ and lew') = lew) - 1, 
which gives a contradiction since l(wr) = lew) + 1. 
or dwr = d'w where led') = led) - 1. In which case 
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dWJ = d'WJ and we again get a contradiction since d is of 
minimal length in dW J. 
Thus l(dwr) = led) + l(wr) and the theorem follows 
by induction. 
DEFINITION A3.4. 
The special transversal of WJ in W is the set of left 
coset representatives each of w~ich is of minimal length 
in its coset (see theorem A3.3). This transversal will be 
denoted by ~. 
LEHMA A3.5. 
Proof: 
Given J C R, d E ~ and r E R then 
either rd E dWJ 
or rd E ~ 
Assume that rd ¢ ~. There exists w E WJ with 
l(rdw) < l(rd) + lew). Infact l(rdw) = l(~w) - 1 and 
by the 'Exchange condition' 
either rdw = dw' where w' E W~ , so that rd E dWJ • 
or rdw = d'w where l(d') = led) - 1. In which case 
rd = d' and if y E WJ then 
l(rdy) ~l(dy) - 1 = led) - 1 + ley) = led') ~ ley) ~ l(d'y) 
So l(rdy) = l(rd) + ICy) showing that rd E ~, a 
contradiction. 
COROLLARY A3.6 o 
Let J C R, d E ~ and r E R. If l(rd) < led) then 
rd E ~. 
Proof: 
Immediate from lemma A3.5 and definition A3.4. 
:x ~ 
LEMMA A3.7. 
Fix r E Rand J C R. Let C(r) be the conjugacy class 
of r in W. Let 
S -1 - { d E ~ I rd E d \Y J } 
S2 {d E D~ R l(rd) < led)} = rd E DJ , 
8'3 {d E ~ I R l(rd) > l(d)} - rd E DJ , 
Then 
I S1 I 
IC(r) n wJllwl 
I C (r) II w I 
Is2 1 
IC(r) '\wJllwl 
Is3 1 = 1/2 -IC(r) IlwJI 
Proof: 
By lemma A3.5 IS1 I + Is2 \ + Is31 = \w\/lwJI. Since 
31 clearly has the given order it is thus sufficient to 
show that Is21 = \S3 1• Let d E S:2 U S3. Since r(rd) = d E ~ 
we have that rd E S2 U 33• Thus r(32 U S3) = S2 U S3. By 
lemma 1.1.4, for any wE W, l(rw) = lew) ± 1 and so 
Is21 = Is3 1. 
We now give an explicit description of ~ for a 
particular Coxeter group W. 
THEOREM A3.8. 
Let W = Sn (n E Z+) and R = lUi = (i i+1)1 i E Zn_1} 
(see theorem A2.1 ). Given A= < '\ ' A2 , •• • , A? I- n 
with 0 <~r~ Ar_1~ ••• ~ A1 ' let J~ be the subset of R 
described above lemma 4.1.1 then 
•• n 
Proof: 
The given set of elements of Sn has order ISnl/ls~1 
(see lemma 4.1.1(ii) and (v)) and since for p , ~E Sn' 
fS~ = ~3n is equivalent to p-1~E Sn' it is clear that 
the given set is a transversal for S~ in Sn. That it is the 
special transversal is clear from lemma A2.9. 
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APPENDIX 4. 
THE DECOMPOSITION MATRIX OF Ho. 
The decomposition matrix (see definition 1.5.6) of 
Ho (seEf' 1.5) is given below in the cases where W is S1' 32 , 
3'3,S4,35 and 36• (see theorem A2.1). We denote the algebra 
Ho by r 1' ••• ,r6 in these cases respectively. 
The notation for the irreducible characters of G
n 
(see 
the introduction to Part II) (n E Z6) is that described by 
corollray 4.1.5. 
In the matrices below all the omitted entri~are zreo. 
r3 hoo hOi ~1D ~f1 
1(3) 1 
14; 1 1 
«1 1 
~ooo ~001 ~OIO ~IOO 
1 
1 1 1 
--------- ---- ._-- .. 
1 1 
-_. --- --- --- -~--- ----- ~ - ---. 
1 1 J 
1 . 
- ----~ 
&3 
o 
o 
::: 
uo 
:::: 
o 
o 
o 
-0 
o 
va 
o 
o 
vo 
§ 
o 
00 
5 
o 
vo 
1----------------
o ~ 
o 
uo 
o 
o 
o 
va 
o 
o 
o 
LA 
o 
C 
Q 
GO 
o 
o 
~- -
o ......--4 
o 
00 
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APPENDIX 5 
CHARACTER TABLES (Part 1). 
The c'b...aracter tables (see definition 2.1.1) of the 
generic Hecke a-lgebras G1, G2 , G3 and G-4 (see introdution to 
Part II) are given below. (That of G4 is transposed). The 
notation used for the irreducible characters is that 
described in corollary 4.1.5 and cycle notation is used 
for elements of the Weyl groups. 
The character table of the generic Hecke algebra 
whose We:yl group is of type B2 (see part (ii) of the discusion 
above theorem 2.2.8) is also given. The algebra is denoted 
by HB in this cas e. 
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APPENDIX 6 
CHARACTER TABLES (Part 2). 
Let ~ be an irreduc-ible character o~ G
n 
(see the 
introduction to Part II) and let 6' ~ tt. Then since' If 
is a subclass function (see corollary 4.2.10(i) and 
definition 4.2.1(ii» we can define 
~or any w in the subclass (6) 
- -
(see definition 4.2.1(i». Further by corollary 4.2.10(ii) 
l6 = ~(~) for any v o~ minimal length in 
the conjugacy alaSB (6). 
The values of ~6 for all irreducible characters of 
Gn and all partitions 6' of n are given below for n E Z6. 
The values are displayed in tables, one for each n, as ~ollows: 
The rows are indexed by theirreducible characters of G 
n 
(in the notation of corollary 4.1'.5) and the columns are 
indexed with the partitions of n. The' (~ 6)th entry is 
an ordered tuple say ar ,ar _1 , •• ,ao of non-negative integers 
with the following significance: 
(' r ~ r-1 
?6 = °raru + °r_1 a r_1 u 
where hi is the sign ( + or - ) at ire head of the column 
containing a i (i E Zr). 
ifi th this interpretation the columns of the tables 
are columns of the character table of G (see definition n 
2.1.1), infact they are the columns corresponding to a 
set of class representatives of S each of which is of n 
minimal length in its class. Theorem 2.1.2 sho-:ls that 
these columns, span the colunnspace of the character table. 
That the entris of the given tables are all integers 
follows from theorem 4.2.13. 
There is an obvious symmetry in each of the given 
tables; namely that :in each column the first entry is the 
reverse of the last entry and the second entry is the 
reverse of the penultimate entry etc •• This symmetry can 
readily be explained using the involutory semi-linear 
automorphism of the generic Hecke algebra described in 
[6, ~8]. 
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APPENDIX 7. 
LINEAR DEPENDENCE IN THE CHARACTER TABLE. 
Let B be a set of conjugacy class representative 
in W. Corollary 2.1.3 shows how the linear_dependence 
of the columns of the character table of the generic 
Hecke algebra (see definition 2.1.1) can be described 
in terms of the elements 6(w,b) of K.Th,e values of 
6(w,b) are given below for the cases where W is 31 ,32, 
33 and 34 (see theo~em A2.1) thus the generic Hecke 
algebra is G1 , •• ,G4 respectively (see the introduction 
to Part II). In each case B is chosen to be a set of 
class representative such that each element of it is of 
minimal length in its class. By corollary 4.2.10(ii) 
the values of 6(w,b) obtained are independent of the 
particular choice of B. 
The values'are given in the form of tables, one 
for each n (n E Z4). The rows are indexed by the elements 
of Wand the columns are indexed by the elements of B. 
The (w b)th entry is 6(w,b). ( All omitted entries are 
zero ). 
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APPENDIX 8. 
Vn is defined by 5.2.2. 9 n is defined at the 
beghming of 5.3. They are both matrices over Q[u] (see 
theorem 5.2.6 and lemma 5.3.8) and have the property 
that the (i j)th entry of their product di Gn:Vn is (~ \fj 
o. 
(see lemma 5.3.3). ~ ~ is an irreducible character of G 
n 
(see the introduction to Part II) and OJ is a partition 
of n (see corollary 4.2.10(i) and below definition 4.2.1). 
c>. 
Infact for each n E: Z6 the matrix In= {(~ ~) dj) ij is the 
'table' for G
n 
given in appendix 6 after the correct 
rearrangement of rows and of co1umns ( and interpreting 
the tables of appendix 6 as described there). 
V2 ,V3 ,V4 andG 2'@3,94 are given below and in 
each cases the o~der in which the partitions of n have 
been used to index the rows and columns is stated. 
V3= 
V4 = 
8 4 = 
Order of partitions: <1~,< 2 >. 
b 3(U-1) %, ~ (uti) i (U1.i :.1+1) 
0 J (LA.- i) 8 3= >- 0 -~lu1.tud) '3 
0 0 j )- -~ltHt) \ (u~u'1) b 
Order of partitions: <1~,<12>,< 3 >. 
11( U-1) b (U.-i)'l.. 4l14.-1) '1. (u -1)3 
0 2- l.LU.-1) lLLl-1) (Lt.-i)'l 
0 0 
'2. 0 (u -~) 
0 0 0 1 ll.l-1) 
0 0 0 0 1 
~(ttti) ~( L(1.i"'lut1) \ (Ll'LtlJ..ti) t( U 3~ u.'L~ ioU 1) 
1-
.... ~(tlH) -~ Lu. 'l.~ 'kf1) 0 -~lLl)1":..\'I.f:.t.t 1) g 
J.. 0 {. L tA 1.+ Lt! ) -~ (u1.t().t~) 1'). 0 
~ g ~ lllf 1) - ~ lu1.t'2-"lt~) 0 i (u~ ~.U2t tt ~j) 
k 
'l4 -k LUd) ~ lU'Lt-I'~f1) \(L{'1~Lld) -~lU~t u1.~I.l-ti) 
Order of partitions: 
422 < 1 >, < 1 2 >,< 2 >,< 1 3 >,< 4 >. 
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